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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose 'of this paper is to syilthesize research

and theory about adult development in such a form that it is

useful for practitioners of adult education. A major premise'

of this paper .th\the idea that, adults develop, and that edu-

cational programs and opportunities, and some of the resources

of socie4, ought to be orggnized in ways that are responsive

to adult's developmental needs. These ideas in themselves

are powerful and timely notions. They call attention to the

inner experiences of adults as they learn from work and

other life experiences, and as they cope with and use insti-

tutional settings and programs designed for their educational

benefit. They" highlight the personal meanings that educa-

tion assumes in people's lives. This touches us where we live

as adults, where personal meanings and motivations guide our

daily actions. A developmental perspective also places in-

dividual development in the wider context of needed, and

perhaps developmental,..chanles in educational institutions and

In society. This is an admittedly idealistic vantage-point

from which to look at the policy and-practice of education

for adults.

However', such a look is timely for educational prac-

1



2.

titianses and for those who are in positions 'to rake policy

decisions that affect educational opportunities for adults

because (1) there is beginning to be a body of research and

tbsori concerning adult development, although much of it is

scattered and fugitive (a great deal of this literature is

synthesised in this paper); (2) the adult segment of our

population is growing proportionate to a decrease in numbers

and, relative size of the youth cohort; and t3) there is

evidence that adults are increasingly demanding and partici-

pating in a wide variety of educational opportunities, in

academic, professional, vocational and alOcational realms

of learning; and (4) with declining enrollments of traditional

college-going youth, it is a matter of enlightened self-

interest for colleges and universities in difficult financial
4

straits to establish continuing education and external

degree programs and to otherwise serve an adult population

of new learners.' Additionally, for reasons related both

to economics and quality of life, there is talk among

national policy makers of ways to break the lockstep of one-.

chance matriculation from high school directly to college,

and of ways to create flexible second changes for learning

of all kinds -- basic literacy, vocational and professional

training and retraining, mid-career shifts and new career.

Anvelopment, avocational learning and personal development.

Mope/oily these concerns will result 16 a nationwide commit-
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went to "recurrent education" and "lifelong learning."

I enclose these words in quotation marks because

although they'appear frequently in publications of the

American Association for Higher Education and of the Adult

Education Association of America, and are recurrent themes

at national meetings and in discussions of national educational

policy, there is little scholarly work relating the advocacy

of lifelong learning and the creation of a rich and diverse

system. of postsecondary education to concepts of adult

development and institutional change. As policy makers and

educators, we do not have a sufficiently differentiated

view of the salient characteristics of adults as learners,

or of the ways in which adults' positions in various

developmental sequences influences their purposes for en-

tering educational programs, and the kind and quality of

learning they engage in once they do enter. Neither do we

have a comprehensive view of the nature and magnitude of

institutional and social change that is necessary if educa-

tional programs are to do the sorts of diagnosis, design,

and evaluation suggested by a developmental or even indi-

vidually responsive perspective on adult education. My con-
//-

cern in this paper is to lay a conceptual foundation so th,,

the ideals of recurrent education and life-long learning

will not become hollow slogans.
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OVERVIEW. OF THIS CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Until recently, most social science researchers

andmost educators have, for lack of available and systematic*

evidence to the contrary, assumed that development stops at

age 16 or 18, with the end of adolescence, and that adult-

hood is a fairly stable human state ranging from one's

early twenties until 65 cr so, when "aging" sets in. How-

ever, this view is beginning to be challenged by an emerging

body of research on developmental changes that take place

during adulthood, and by some A-searchers and theorists

who relate psychological understandings of the processes

of growth and chcnge in adulthood to the ways that adults

learn in a variety of situations.

I have synthesized much of this literature on adult

development within a conceptual framework that has three

basic domains -- life phase, developmental stage, and learning

style. This classification of developmental theories into

the broad rubrics of phase and stage comes from Harry Lasker,

whose course at Harvard on adult development follows this

basic outline. I have added learning style as a third domain

of analysis. Figure 1, following, summarizes the major aspects

of this. framework.

The domain of life phase includes theories which

identify age-linked periods of stability and transition
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throughout adulthood. A life phase is a period when certain

issues or adaptive tasks are presumed to be paramount, either

bscause of developmental tasks embedded in the human life

cycle or generated by one's social milieu. An understanding

of adult life phases allows L.s to identify the larger meanings

underlying adult participation in various forms of education

and highlights the function of education in supporting or

facilitating individuals' progress through transitional

periods.

The domain of developmental stage refers to structural

dimensions of Intellect, character, and personality organi-

sation, each of which constitutes a qualitatively different

frame of reference for responding to and learning from one's

daily experiences. Stage theories offer detailed maps of

cognitive, emotional, interpersonal and character development;

as such, they provide differentiated views of "where an

adult is at," psychologically speaking, and how he or she

might best be taught. SLage theories also shed light on the

psychological dynamics and persona: meanings behind conflict-

ing philosophies and methodologies of education.

The domain includes research on

individuals' characteristic predilections and preferences

for certain functional modes of learning over others, both

cognitively and behaviorally. Knowledge of learning styles

can be useful in counseling and in designing modes of instruc-
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Lion. that match the student's- abilities and the learning'

style demands ;of various occupations or disciplines:

These three domains represent intersecting and over-

lapping dimensions of adult development. Each constitutes

a lens or perspective from which to conceptualize individual

differences and commonalities-among adults as learners.

"Learning" has a different meaning within each domain, and

current research and theory, as. Figure 1

that different cond4.tions are .needed for

the educational implications of theories

tend to be different.

illustrates, posit

development. Thus,

in each domain also

OUTLINE OF THIS PAPER: DEFINITIONS, CAVEATS AND PERSPECTIVES

This- paper consists of three major sectio , one for

each 'analytical domain. In each section, I define the parame

-ters of the construct, identify key concepts, 'review the work

of several major or representative theorists, and then dis-

cuss the salient implications of viewing adult education

_from this per3pebtive. Where educational applications are

connected with the work of a single researcher, I discuss

them: in conjunction with his or her work. A large proportion

of the text deals with the domain of developmental stage.

This is so-because this area has been the most solidly re-

searched, and its implications for education are the most

3



powerful and provocative. Because the paper's scope neces-

sarily omits much of the substance of each theorist's work,

have made extensive use of charts and figures to refresh

memories and ald.understanding. In the last chapter, I re-

capitulate the most-salient implications for educational,

practice on three levels: individual uses, as we chart our

own growth and understand that of others; institutional

usas, as we attempt to design institutions and dnstruction_

that fosters development; and as a society, as we seek to

rsalise.ideals and direct our own evolution.

The reader-should know beforeftnd that the research

and theory reviewed here does not fit neatly .into the three

domains. TheSe perspectives Off against each other;

synthesis d compari'sOn invite contradiction and unanswered

question There are vast differences among theorists- in

scholar y. traditions and underlying assumptions (for example,

psychiatry, social psychology, education-science, psychometrics,
-7---N

mognitit, developmental psychology); in amount of research

(several years to twenty years of building on an established

..'-'.1

/ .

tradition); in research methodology (longitudinal and cross-
,

,

sectional case studies,-life history, projective tebting,

aimical observation, self-repolkt scales, questionnaires)
.

Mere are also differences in age, size, and social clag/

of sample populations, and in measurement (the assumptions

uad procedures behind scoring systems, their degree of com-'
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plexity and sophistication). These differences in themselfie
/
s

raise the issue of how a practitioner uses theory and re-

search, which usually conflicts when one deals with little:C

understood human phenomena such as development or learning:

Some theorists-are strange bedfellows. 'c'For. example,

Jung's psychoanalytic formulation of personality types is

very different from Hill's computerized system of cognitive

style mapping, yet I have included both in the domain of

`learning style. Erikson's theory of the stages of identity

development is, strictly speaking, neither a stage or a

phase theory, although I can justify its placement in the

domain of life phase. Loevinger's work on ego development

is rightly classified with developmental stage, but her

stage constructions include psychoanalytic and affective

processes which differ from those of Kohlberg and other

structural developmental theorists.

Grouping theorists together highlights similarities

and-differences both within and across analytical domains.

My' assumption is that mu]tiple and conflicting perspectives

on human experience can be simultaneoUsly true. To be edu-

cationally useful one theory need not be proved right and

another wrong, particularly when the theories describe human

growth and development, motivation and learning, and their

interrelationships with the social and cultural milieu in

which we liVe out out lives as human beings. Thus. the domains,
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of this conceptual framework exist in continuing teffsion with

each other, and there is much diversity within domairis:' The

metaphor of the lens is an important one: a theatrical spot-

light, for example, highlights only certain parts of the

setting and action; using different angles of dispersion and

various color overlays can create very different Impressions.

The same is true of the theoiies within and across this Con-

ceptual framework'.
N

A PRACTITIONER'S PERSPECTIVE

There are at least two-perspectives for constructing

a conceptual framework of this kind: that of a researcher

and that of a\practitioner. From the researcher's perspec-
,.,,

time, one looks for logical contradictions traits toAt.

ir
validity, differences in assumptions and research methodology,

and unresolved issues and questions. This approach leads

to conclusions about fruitfu)\ areas and methods for further

research. Keeping this in context, my stance here is that

of a practitioner attempting to synthesize broad outlines

of theory and to explore its implications in order to re-

conceptualize practice. Although a practitioner needs to

be aware of the extent and limitations of the researcher's

knowledge, he or she can carry unresolved questions into

the interactive processes_of teaching, instructional design,

counseling and policy making. The practitioner can be, less



critical than the r. searcher of the limits of knowledge'-',

must be, in fact, to continue acting in the midst of un-

certainty. However, in my view,, a practitioner must be more

critical of the ways in which knowledge, concepts And values

are used to inform action.,
I

my hope'in elaborating this conceptual'framework

. it.tkaat it will provide a__ cognitive map Of\the ieriitory of

adult developMent,a perspeative which rbelieve adds sub-

stance and new meanings to the powerful ideal;sof';lifelong

learning and recurrent ecumtibn. The;viue of a theory,

conceptual framework, or analytic domain is that it -focuses
r

attention. Diretting Attention to 'adult development-can
0 13. .-

Counteract personal and institutional tendencies to suit
, . . .-.

oneself or.choode bliridly in Matters Of educational policy

and pedagogy, and can lead to -educational practices. that

enhance 'the quality of life for adUlts.

k
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CHAPTER II

THE DOMAIN OF LIFE PHASE

Thework of Erik Erickson, .Daniel Levinson and Roger

Gould' provides the conceptual underpinnings for the domain

of life phase, as, I.Oresent it here. I will review their

work in- turn. My overall construction of,a practitioer's

view of life phase is a synthesisof their ideas and ap7

proach and also includes the work of other researchers whose

work Iunderstand as fitting into this broad domain. Ber-

nice Neugarten, for example (1963,-.1969), fias fount on.

Eriksdn's formulations concerning the life cycle, elaborating

the role of age and of time perspectives in adult'd'views

of their lives (see Figure 3). Marjorie Fiske Lowenthal

-and her associates (1975) have studied the adaptive stance

of adults just prior to four life tranfitions, identifying

distinctive styles of coping which are, dramatically different

for men and women within each period. -Henry Maas and Joseph

'Tuypers (1974) have comps red men and women's life styles `

and personalities across a forty-year period, seeking to

.relate earlier and later-phases of the adult life course, and

to understand how the contexts orearly adulthood and Old

age influence the ways people live and the persons they

become. Gail Sheehy (1974) haS synthesized Levinson and

Gould's findings and added some original observations con-
'
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cerning differences in the timing of men's and women's life

phases. The work of these researchers illuMinates different

aspects of adult's life phases, unfortunately without a

common vocabulary to aid synthesis and application.

Of the three constructs in this framework, the re-.

search on life phase -is the most exploratory. Statements

about life phases, unless supported by evidence, should be

understood as postulates or propositions. This raises the

question of how wise it is for educators to draw implications

for practice on the basis of what is certainly considered iy

researchers to be fragmentary evidence.. Yet this tension is

not new. A practitioner -- anyone who acts and makes
"r-

decisions -- never has complete information. First-order

questions are "When do we know enough to act?," "On what

basis do we justify our actions?," and "How can we test

the contirwing validity of our actions and assumptions?"

These questions arise' poignantly with every consientious

(perhaps conscious) application ofsocial science to educa-

tion.' .In my ppinion these are, unresolvablequestions ih
Y i

the abstract; they are essential on a day-to-day basis to

adult education that promotes personal development.

To redefine the parameters of the construct,he

&Main of life phase includes ideas aboUt age-linked periods

of stability and transition throughout adulthood. A life

phase is a. period when Certain issues or adaptive tasks are

presumed to be paraMount, either because a 'developmental
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task' is embedded in the human life cycle, or because so-

ciety's role expectations and procesSes of socialization

sake such changes natural or desirable. Ciitical life tasks

are-presumed to change with life phase; they are worked out

internally (psychodynamically) and externally by one's daily

actions and decisions in living. Although life phases are

age-linked, they are probably not universal. Idiosyncracies

of personality, life style and subculture appear to affect

the timing of life phases. These idiosyncrasies mean that

to determine a person's life phase it is best to compare

that pappon-with himself or herself at a former time; never-

theless, there appear to be, on the average, some striking

and predictable patterns ;of change and transition.

One important contribution of life phase theories

to an analytic perspective on adult learning is that they

dispel the notion that adulthood is astable state in which

diseguilibrium and distress are always individual matters,

unrelated to natural or predictable life transitions. To

the extent that adults use education as a support:in, life

transitions or.use education differently depending upon

their phase of life, the substance of the transitions and

the anxiety that accompanies them is integrally related to

adult education.

Figures 2 and 1 following, present the major outlines

of the conceptualizations of Erikson, Neugarten, Levinson,'
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Gould and Sheehy concerning adult life periods. Later

figures ('igures 4, 5 and 6) present more of the substance

of those zonceptUalizations. These charts reveal a startling.

similarit:, in broad and complementary themes of adapting to

life. It is important to-note, though, when looking at

these formulations of specific periods in adulthood'that

many of the changes described by these theorists are internal

*.and continuous. To use Sheehy's words,

Development takes place on a daily basis. A series
of microscopic e,..periencer require us to remodel
ourselves continlally, in search of a better fit.
between the innei imperatives which drive us --
love,:sex, safety, autonomy, accomplishnt,
integrity, etc. ,-.and the outer struc es which
enclose us -- marriage, occupation, and membership.
in society:...It-is most useful, then, to-think
of all persons as constantly refining their own
view of the world and their sense of self within
that world.

(Sheehy, 1974, p. 25)
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MIIIXSON'S VIEW OF ADULT LIFE TASKS -

Erik Erikson's work focuses attention on the impor-

tame of each major life period in creating a "vital personality,"
,

, eor wholly functioning-person. Erikson's conceptualitaiion is

based on his psychoanalytic practice, anthropological studies
within a Freudian perspective, and research with normal

children. Starting with infancy, he conceives of "psycho-

sexual' development as proceeding through a series of crises,

each involving critical tasks which are embedded in the-human
life cycle. Each crisis is centered around a critical issue

c710h ich contains a virtue to be mastered and an antithesis to

be avoided if a healthy perionality is to emerge. Figure 4
outlines these critical issues; Erikson assigns to adulthoir

i

the issues of intimacy, generativity and integrity.

FIGURE 4
Erikson's Stages of Identity Development

Life
Period Critical Issue

(Virtue versus its Antithesis)

Infancy

Early 'Childhood

Later Childhood

School Age

Adolescence

VI. Adulthood.
(20's 4 30's)

VII. Adulthood
(40's fi 50's)

VIII. Adulthood
(60's fi beyond)

Trust versus Mistrust

Autonomy versus Shame and Doubt
Initiative versus Guilt
Industry versus Inferiority
Identity vs. Identity Confusion (or
Diffusion)

Intimacy versus Isolation

Generativity versus Stagnation

Integrity vs. Despair or Disgust

2.;
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In assigning the issues of intimacy and generativity

to, adults, Erikson quotes Freud's remark that a normal person

should be able to do two things well: to love and to work,

these being he major tasks of adulthood. In one's twenties,

tie issue is intimacy; in one's forties and fifties, the

concern is with generativity or creatiyity and productivity,

A voluntary commitment to guide new generations and younger
associates. Having children does not necessarily insure

.

.

generativity. The final stage -of ego integration, which
begins round 60, is'integrity: accepting what has transpired

ek'
in one !one and only life"as both valid and necessary.

In Erikson's thinking,-a. developmental crisis is not
a catastrophe but a decisive turning point which simultaneously
brings heightened potential for intrapersonal integration
and increased vulnerability to personality disintegration.

Most important, a deVelopmental task is never mastered once
and for all; rather, at the conclusion of each life period

one-works out a characteristic balance or ratio of positive

resolution of'an issue versus its negative opposite. This
balance can be changed'by later experiences; in new periods
of transition one cycles back through earlier crises and re-

.

affirms or renegotiates their resolution. This offers one
insightful perspective on adult "identity crises." In periods
of transition one's identity again becomes problematic, and
adultI are forced to reconsider and perhaps renegotiate

previous.resolutions of trust, autonomy, initiative, industry
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and identity before proceedins to newer, more integrated and

satisfactory versions of intimacy, generativity or integrity.

Erikson milzht be called the father of life phase

theorists except that he is in some seise .a Stage theorist

as well. 4His stages of identity develivment parallel

'devqlopmental sequences embedded in Loevinger's stages of

'ego development, and there is a loose correspondence between

them and Kohlberg's'Stages of moral reasoning. However, inso-

far as Erikson's stages are temporal and functional rather

than structural, he belongs with the phase theorists.

Erlkson's central contribution to the domain of life

phase is the notion that the life cycle itself contains tasks

of "functional importance to personality development. He has

not done much research or writing about adults, so that.ks

idea that there are developiftental tasks is more useful than

the specificinformation he can give us concerning the three

issues he identifies for adulthood. Orie important and un-

'resolved question is just where these developmental tasks come

from. Erikson .sees these tasks etherging according to an epi-

genetic principle, the notion that

....anything that.grows has a ground pln, and
that out of this ground plan the parts arise,
each having its time of special ascendency, until

' all the parts have arisen to 'form a functioning
whole.

(Erikson, 1968, p. 92)

This idea of internal unfoldinor-is questioned by.Levinson\,'
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3.

.

who has ingested more energy in observing and formulating

the components of the evolving ground plan, a task Erikson

admits he floes not know how to do. The question of the

origin of life periods is not trivial from a practitioner's

standpoint; -if personality development is only a' matter of

internal resolutions triggered enigmatically by the passage

of time, one's stance as a helper consists mainly of waiting

for the crisis to arr4e.

As Loevinger points out in a newly-published book

(1976), Eriksn's stages seem simultaneously based on several

different models or kinds of development. Since he himself

does not clear up the ambiguities, his theory is difficult

to reconcile with others' conceptual frameworks. She sees

his conceptualization as important in-that it differentiates

developmental progressions from at least one aspect of adjust-

ment; .tha't is, the crises Erikson identifies as characteristic

of successive life periods are separated, theoretically, from

the ratio of the favorable to the unfavorable alternative in

each issue's resolution.

.LEVINSMOS VIEW OF LIFE STRUCTURE

. Like Erikson, Daniel Levinson and his associates at

Yale hal-re identified critical issues and periods in adulthood.
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5.

Levinson's concern is with generating hypotheses concerning

relatively universal, genotypic-e age-linked developmental

periods in the adult life cycle., He and his associates con-

ceive of the origins ofiwthese periods in both the nature of

an as a "bio-psycho-social organism," and in the nature of

society as an enduring form of collective life involving

several generations. Levinson's approach is a broad one,

that of looking for developmental tasks, structures, and

processes that include biological, psychodynamic, cuLr,ural

and social-structural factors, interacting as he sees it

now in only partialrsinchronizition. His view of the origin

of life periods differs from Erikson's:

These periods do not represent simply an unfolding
of maturational potentials from within; they are
thus different from.the Freudian or Piagetian stages
of childhood development, which are seen largely as
an internal unfolding, Nor dO they simply represent
stage:: in a career sequence as shaped by an occupa-
tional education, or familial system. In other
words, the periods are not simply a function of
adult socializing systems, although these systems
play- an important part in defining timetables and
in shaping one's course through them.

(Levinson, et al., 1974, p. 4)

.Figure 5 illustrates the major life periods deduced

so far from Levinson's and others case study research, and

the life tasks, marker events (common events associated with

the ta*ks of a phase), and characteristic concerns apparently

associated with different life phases. Levinson identifies

"developmental periods" and "transitional' periods.," .A transi-

.
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Clyslcoontal Tasks of Alt Lift Phalli /

Lib Phase Major Tasks

AMOmmEINIIIIIMBIllftillmMONSONIIIIII01111MemmIUM=61Wallgomm

Marker Events Characteristic StanCe.

Leaving the Family

(16 or 18-20-24)

0.11111

Separate self from family;

reduce dependence on

familial support and auth-

ority; develop new home

base; regard self as an

adult

(Identity Role Diffusion)

Leave, hcce; new roles and A balance between "being

moreautonotous living in" and "moving out" of the

itAngements; college, family,

tovell army, job.

Initial decisions about

what to study, career,

love affairs.

Getting, Into the Explore available possibili-

Adult World ties of adult world to ar-

rive at initial vision of
(Early 20s;

oneself as an adult, 10Ihion
27 to 29)

An initial life structure %

develop the capatity for

intimacy, create a Dream;

find a mentor.

(Intliacy:vs, Aloneness)

Pre#sional coaszttaf "Doing what one should,"

vent to occupation and Living and building for the

first stages of a career; future; transiency is an

being hired; first job; alternative track.

adjusting to work world;

quitting, being fired;

unemployment; roving;

marriage; decision to have

a child; Child goes to

school; purchase of a

home; community activities;

organizational roles,

Age 30

Transition

(late 20's;

early30tm)

Reexamine life structure

and present cossitments;

make desired changes,

particularly to inoorpor-

ate deeper strivings put

aside in the 20's.
'

Change occupation or di- "Milt' is life all about now

rections within an °cm- that I'm doing what I should? t;

ration; go back to What do I want outof life?

school; love affair; separ-,.

ation; diyorce, first mars

cage; remarriage,



Life Phase iYjor Tasks Common Marker

Events

Characteristic Stance

, Settling Down

(early 30's)

Make deeper commitments;

invest more of self in

work4kfamily and valued

interests; become a junior

member of one's occu-

pational tribel'set a time-

table fok shaping one's

life vision into concrete

long-term goals.

7

Becoming One's

Co Ban, t.

MOM

4e
(35-391 39-42)

Death of parents;

pursue work, family

'activities, and

, interests,

Concern to establish order

and stability in life,

and with "making it ", with

setting long range goals'

and meeting them.

`.P.POMIIIMM=1MMWIMINIftlftWOMlimpa.M.0.1100.,=1M...
Become serious member of

occupational group;

prune dependent ties to

boss, critics./ colleagues,

spouse, mentor. Seek

independenoe a affiri-

ation by society in most .

valued role.

Crucial promotion, re-

cognition; break with

mentor.

Suspended animation; wait-

ing for the confirmatory

event; time becomes finite

and worrisome.

MidLife

Transition

(early 40's)

Create a better fit between

life structure and self;

resolve experience of dis-

parity between inner sense

of the benefits of living

within 0 particular 'structure

and what else one 'wants in

life.

re

.

ili1otegvat ilefr°m

.

ambitions might not de-

velop; change of career;

remarriage; empty nest;

loss of fertility; death

of friend, sibling or

child.

Awareness of bodily decline,

aging, own mortality;

emergence of feminine aspects

of self for men, masculine

aspects for women.

Restabilizatidn

(e three-year

period around

45)
4

r.

ws

AGeneratIvity:4i,Sagnationf
* .

(integritres. Despair)

.4\

Become mentor, develop A mellowing of feelings ,and

new interests or hobbies, relationships.

retirement; death of

'WWI grand children.
J

I

1
Sources for this cheit are Lk:ion (1974), .Could (1971),.Sheehy (1974), Erikson (1968)y and taker 11575).

kik:4101101es appear in parenthesis. The life phase titles and tiie designations are Usvinson's. This

chart ends.prematurely at mid-life. leugarten'swork (14631'1969) expands the characterization of: later ,

life periods,

33
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tional period is defined as a "turning point or boundary

between two periods of greater stability." A transition may

go relatively smoothly, or may involve considerable inner.

turmoil.

In order to counteract prevailing assumptions that

in adulthood very little is age-linked, Levinson is trying

to be specific about ages associated with the life periods.
He is also challenginga prevalent individualistic bias

that says we're all unique individuals with different time-

tables and few commonalities. The research so far seems to

support considerable age specificity, even though he gives

overlapping age spans for each period.

To explain what happens in transitions, Levinson
has created the concept of life structure:

In its external aspects it.refers to an indi-
vidual's overall pattern of roles, memberships,
ilterests, condition and style of living, long-
term goals and the like -- the particular ways inwhich he is plugged into society. In its internal;
aspects,.life structure includes the personal
meanings these have for the individual, as well asthe inner identities, core values, fantasies,
psychodynamic qualities that shape and infuse
ope's engagement in the world and are to some
degree fulfilled and ganged by it.

(Levinson, et al., 1974, pp.7-8).

qAs a concept; the idea of life structure focuses on the boundary
between the individual and society, inviting a fuller examina-
tion,of the social world and the inner dynamics of personality.

What leads to phase changei? Putting Levinson and
Goug together, one speculates that the passing ofstime sets

34
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in motion a series of interacting processes that combine to

create pressure on one's existing life structure. There are

Ciminges in%biolOgical functioning brought aboUt by increasing

age, changes in the ages of one's parents and children,

changes in cultural expe#7tations about what a person of one's

. age and-stature should be doing, and,-finally, progressive

substitutions of one's ideas about adult "realities for the

idealized view of adulthood formed in childhood.

One of the things that seems to happen throughout

adulthood, is 'a person's attempt to maintain an equilibrium

(

or 'goodness of fit" between one'si.:,life structure and one re

experience of self. Levinson believes that in creating an,

integrated life structure one cad only use parts of one's

self, wtaich means that important parts are left out. Changes

in life structure can be seen as attempts to.reAolve dis-

parities between a person's inner sense of the experience of

living within a particular life structuip, and the aspects

of self that were neglected or left out when one created that

structure: As he explains it for men undergoing mid -life

transition:

The central issue is not whether he succeeds
or fails in achieving his goals. The issue, rather,
is'what to do with the experience of disparity
between, what he has gained in an inner sense from
living within a particular structure, and what he
wants for himself. The sense of disparity between
'what I've gotten to this point' and 'what it is
I really want' instigates a soul-searching for
What it is I really want.

To put it differently, it is not a matter of
how many/rewards one has obtained; it/is a matter
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of the goodness of fit between t ?e life structure
and the self. A man may do extremely well in
achieving his goals and yet find his success hollow
and bittersweet. If, after failing in an impor-
tant respect, he comes primarily to castigate
himself for not being able to 'make it,' then he
is having a rough time; but he is not having a
mid-life crisis. He just regrets failure. He
is having, a crisis to the extent that he questions
his life structure and feels the stirrings of
powerful forces within himself that lead him to
modify or drastically change t4e structure.

(Levinson, et al., 1974, p. 19)

Two other concepts are important in Levinson's work;

the Dream, a vision of one's personal future, usually articu-

lated in a professional or occupational context, and the don-.

cept of a mentor, an. older person who serves as adviser,

teacher and protector; whose blessing is crucial, who becomes

psychologically very important to a young man in his "getting

into the dorld" (twenties) or "settling down" {early _thirties)

periods. 4he importance of the Dream and the mentor change

over time with the changing configurations of one's life

structure.

Levinson's formulation of developmental periods is

based on four_ years of intensive interviews with a sample

of .forty men, between ages 35-45, in four occupational groups:

blue and white collar workers in industry; business executives;

academic biologists; and novelists. This sample obviously

limits generalization. It is certainly an open question as

to how universal are the task:: and marker events that have

been identified for a particular.life period. For example,

3,.
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where are women in these formulations? Do they have Dreams

and mentors? Additionally, although marker events are con-

sidered to be generally age-related, some can occur unpredic-

tably at any time; for example, the death of a parent or

spouse, or unforeseen technological unemployment. As life

styles becoMe increasingly diverse, the key events which

trigger life phases may become even fess related to chrono-

logical age. For example, most couples now choose to have

children in their twenties, eut "others are waiting until

their early and mid-thirties, and still others plan to adopt

child in their forties, making the age at which one decides

to have a child and the ag4.akt which one's. children leave

home ,quite disp to across the total population. Sheehy's

(1974) and Lowenthal's (1975) research shows a difference

in timing of men's and women's life phases;' there is prob-

ably also a difference between the'life phases of women

whose initial career choices are in the home as opposed to

those whose major career is outside it. No one has yet ex-

plored the life periods of women using Levinson's constructs.

Additionally, the degree of change associated with

life, phase transitions probably varies a great deal by life

style and by developmental stage, to mix two very different

ways of classifying individual differences among adults. In

a traditionally-oriented life style, or conventional person,

where one lives one's life according to others' clear'ex-.

pectations, life phase transitions may be milder and more

age-related. For example, they may center around major dis-
(.3;,z
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ruptions of a valued role; for women, the last child leaving'

home, and for men, retirement. with less tradition-bound

life styles, where more options are considered and/or acted

upon in both personal and professional realms (one's per-

spective.is conscientious or autonomous in Loevinger's

scheme of ego development), the stress of change may be

greater, ind the-marker.events less age-related and more

idiosyncratic. This,is pure hypothesis at the moment, but

there is Supporting evidence in Toffer's Future Shock.

Certainly, research on adults' life perieds is confounded

by the probability that life structure changes may involve

changes in developmental stage as well, and that different

life choices set up different patterns of stability acid
transition.

In my opinion, proving the universality of particular

formulations of life periods is not as important as acknowle0g-

ing the validity of the idea that one's-life structure,

viewed internally, if not externally, changes configurations

at regular intervals throughout one's life. What if someone

ignores feelings of dissatisfaction and refuses to refs-

a life structure? Levinson'S.iesearch seems to indices

that if a man does not reexamine his life at forty,

his identity crisis at fifty Will be more profound. Thc.

7 4-

most significant point is that any stabilization is temporary--
no life structure lasts more than 8 to 10 years. One's sense

of values and priorities change's, as do circumstances and
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others' ages, until one recognizes goals and needs not

satisfied by one's current life-structure. Over time and in

some predictable sequences, we change our life structure and

our sense of identity.

GOMM'S PHASES OF ADULT LIFE

Roger Gould, a psychiatrist at the University of

California at Los Angeles, has studied phases of adult life

by sasamining age-related changes in the issues that people

went to talk about in therapy groups, and documenting changes

in their attitudei-toward various aspects of their liveN in

relation to

to parents,

About one

the passage of time: for example, relationships

friends, children and spouses, and feelings

personality, job, time, and sexual behavior.

Gould's work corroborates some of the transition points and

developmental tasks formulated- independently by Levinson,

and highlights the changes in adults' inner experience in

successive life phases.

While children mark the passing years by their
changing bodies, adults change their minds.
Passing years and passing events slowly accumulate
like a viscous wave, eventually releasing their
energy and assuming new forms in altered relation-
ships with both time and people.

(Gould, 1975, p. 78)

mould's studies (1972, 1975) have biases in that they

use-cross-sectional data to aid understanding of a continuous
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process, and appear to have over-sampled middle-class and

professional populations. This is typical of most research

on adult development not based on deficiency-1pr pathology,

which raises interesting questions for practitioners.

The important question here, however, is what insight Gould's

studies bring to bear on the concept of life phase.

Where Levinson's contribution is the concept of

changing configurations of life structure, Gould's interest

lies in a changing Sequence of inner states of consciousness,

roughly coordinated with age, that define one's posturing to

the .inner and outer world. Although these 'States are time-

dominated, they are not necessarily age-specific for any one

individual. They depend upon a total context of personality,

elklife style, a subculture in which each person's most rele-

vant comparison is with himself or herself at a former time.

Gould's research shows graphically some of the as-

pects of :these changes of consciousness. Figure 6 shows

questionnaire items answered differently by people in dif-

ferent age groups. Gould uses these differences in response

to mark off the time boundaries of adult life periods._

Comparing the curves for all items, there are suggestions

of seven distinct age periods, each with characteristic

concerns, whiCh are identified briefly in Figure 5. The age

breaks reflect averages whtch include considerable personal

variation. How these changes are expressed and 'dealt with

4 -
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Critical Concerns Which Differentiate

32.

ft's Life Phases

Sample Curves Associated with the Time 8cpdndaries of the Adult Life Span

/ 1 My personality is pretty well set. 10 My greatest concern is my health

110d11IMIPM. MIMI" OD =la allt

2 I wish that people-would accept
me for what I am as a person

F
.

414111 MM. AND My. emo,..fpopla Ow 4IMI or

3 I wish my mate would accept me for
what I am'

Jr

11 I can9t dd things as, well'
as Imsed'to

-:"...=17;"="t1.,".......
_

12 I like a very active social life

4 I would be quite content to'remain
13

For me marriage has' been a goodas I am now thing

-- 11M1 1011MME. M1101 MP

There's still plenty of time.to do
most of the. things I want to do

11.

6 I try to be satisfied with what I 15
have and'Amot to think so much about
the thingsI probably won't be abl
to get

f=II AIM MD 1/1 MEM 4=I, IN a mla am

. ii,'

7 Life doesn't change' much from year
to .year.

How important are these people to
you overall?

children

parent

My parents are the cause of my
,prOblems

MMI IOW 12.4 im Fille emOol .=5, 0.

8 'Poo late to. make any change in my
career

.. m an. dion. . ......., ...iopillie.

16 f regret my mistakes in raising
my children

QM Maw mool. emmo Immo Mow =1 MM. eine .M1*- 411M." J

17 How important are these people
to you overall?

spouse

self

_I don't make enough money to do 18 I would.feel lost without mywhat I want

2rs

friends

-- Mo alm ; Mo10/

IQ 40 50 60 JNe in Years -20 -30 40 50- 60

1
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varies considerably from peison to person; it's what one

faces, not h6w it's faded, taat' Gould sees as the common
AC' lik

denominator. This points:top%a common characteristic of

life phase theories; they identify salient issues-that are

Common on a large scale to adults in a similar life phase.

How people face them is more a question of developmental'_

stage and perhaps a reflection of personal style, to call,to'

mind two other domains of analysis.

In connection with education,'Gould's-most provoca-
,

tive finding is that adults seem to have an ever-increasing,

need to win permission from themselves to continue develop-

ing. This requires persistent and thOughtful confrontation

of how people feel about the realities of-their lives, and

a progressive substitution -of their own conception of-adult-

hood for their childhood legacy., He eXplains it this way:-.
s

The prevailing concepts of adulthood have ob-
scured...the fact' that an adult, weeds to engage
in any-kind of continuing growth process at all.
Likea butterfly, an adult is supposed to emerge
'fully formed and on cue,, after a succession of
developmental stages in_childhodd. Equipped with
_all the accouterments, such as wisdom and rationality,
the adult supposedly remains'quiescent for another
half century or so....Childhood delivers, most
people into adulthood with a view of adults that
few could ever-.live up to. A child's idealized
image of an adult can become the adult's .-painful
measure of himself.- Without an active, thoughtful
confrontation-of this image, the "impressions of
childhood will pkevail. An adult-who doesn't
undertake thifs thinking and confrontation lives
out his or her life controlled by the impossible
attempt to satisfy the magical expectations of a
child's world.

(Gould, 1975, -p. 78)
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It is possible that education can, in many ways, heap

wise for adults their continuing need to grow and learn, and

can be a. stay of raising these needs to consciousness.,

SEX DIFFERENCES IN SUCCESSIVE LIFE PHASES

Many of the unresolved questions about life phase

have to do with sex differences. Are women's life periods

different from men's? Are women's patterns_of progression

through life phases different? Are the developmental tasks

different for men and women ?. Of' the three domlins in this

conceptual fragework, life phase is... pi-ob'ably the most sus-
%

`Oepitible-to socially defined sex differences., There is

*made:lac-that the developmental needs and tasks of men's

and women's like phases are often conflicting and dis-

synchronous.

-Sheehy (1974) looks at LevinsOn's work for evidence

of women's and couple's development. She finds an unevenness

in development between the sexes,:and oppositional needs- that

create conflicts among couples at the same life periods. At

the age 30 transition, for example, men's and'women's needs
ti

are likely to produce a "no-win" si-tuation as they also are

for couples in the mid-life transition. A woman in hei early

thirties may be ready to "get into the adult wprld" she

has stayed behind .at home, or ready 10 leave-career fbr



children if she remains childless.
xi

at odds with her husband's cycle.

In either case, she's

Levinson speculates that

35.

giVen the Complexities of woman's development, it is probably

not possible for a woman to work .out a combination of two

careers -- domestic and extrafamilial -- until 30 or' 35.

This is a sobering thought. How do the individual needs of

members of a couple clash or mesh with changing life phases?

What does this mean for the individual development i-of both -

members of a couple, and fOr the dynamics of couple rela-

tionships? Are there different developmental tasks for
.

single women "and men? These are unreearched questions.
/

Lowenthal, Thurnher.ana-Chiriboga .(1975) have recently

published the results of 'an extensive cross-sectional study

of blue and white collar middle-class Americans for four

'stages' in their lives: high school seniors, ages 16-18;

young newly weds, ages, 20-38; middle-aged parents whose

youngest child was a high school senior, averagetage 50; and

older people about to retire, average age 60. The researchers

chose these groups because they were facing what they per-
,

.seived as major life transitions, or in Levinson's terms,

marker events. They-sought to identify characteristiC

coping styles and strategies of adaptation.

The most significant-and striking finding is that

there are large seX differences in coping styles and trategies-
s.

among couples who could be hypothesized to be at the ,"same.

life phase. There are convergences between the sexes at the

4'4
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extremes (high schoO seniors; .pre -retirees) and dramatic

divergences in the middle.(newly-weds,middle--aged parents).

Tba most critical or stressful periods are difkerent for

wan and women. Additionally, women consistently report

more problems and less satisfaction with their methods of

coping, although the intensity of .dissatisfaction varies

across life periods. The similarity between men's and women's

stance at the ends'of-life'and divergende: in the middle'

probably repects the conqiderable diffe ences in sex :roles

prevalent in middle-class and l o v i e r m dd e-class. families,

but that is not entirely the answer. The dramatically criss--

crossing trajectories of men and women atsuccessive stages

lead the researchers to hypothesize that their data may re-.

fleet different types of developmental change, as well as
11111,different scheduling.

this study is important because the other work on
Jr

.life phase and, for the most part, the research on develop-7

mental stages.over-samples _privileged segments of the popur

lation. Lowenthal and her colleagues deliberately chose to

study cohorts in the middle and lower middle-class to
3

counteract what they saw as the privileged bias of self-

actualization studies., One problem in interpreting these

results i3 that Lowenthal's definition of life phase does

not coincide with that of the other researchers so far. Their

approach is sociological and quantitative; they compare measures
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of life style, self-concept, value orientation, frjendship

orientation, family configlirations, stress, and time per-.

spective across the four groups. They pay little attention,

as-do Gould, Erikson and Levinson, to defining the characteris7

tics of each 'stage' as a stage in a sequence of-life

transitions-
.

Another difficulty in interpretation ii that some

differences ascribed to'age,'or to subgroups within age

are undoubtedlY confounded by differences in-developmental
I

stage- That is, .thiq study.examines simultaneou0.y, in

iGould's terms, both what is faded by these-four groups of.
/

adults (a life phase issue), and how they face-it (a develop-
ir--

.

liental stage concern, as these stages reflect character
,--

and personality organization). An alternative way to in-
,

terpret these findings is as an explication' of the coping

styles of average persons-of similar ego stage-at four

different life phases. Because the sample was homogenously

41.

middle. and.lower middle-clasg, ego stage is probably roughly

held constant at the:conformist and self-aware levels on

Loevinger's measure of ego-development. Lacking ego stage

data, I can support this hypothesis only by impressionistic

evidence; however, my intent here isr-to indicate the com-

plexity and overlapping nature of these domains of analysis.
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The idea of life phase contributes most to our under-

standing of thej larger, underlyihg issues which adults bring

to educational experiences of all types and varieties. From

Gould's,work, we know that adults need to win permission

from themselves -to continue developing or to change their

perspective. Education can legitimize this continued de-

velopOent in many ways, both formal and informal. Erikson

identifies the majOr Tychological issues for adults --.

intimacy (Love, affection), generativity (work), and integrity;

His work indicates the centrality of one's concept of identity

in both personal and areer development. This has'obvious

implications for vocational and professional education for

'adults., The literature on career development, for example,

formerly assumed that career choices were made mainly by

adolescentsinhigh school and college, and made just once;

this is increasingly not so. It is useful for both organiZers%

and participantS to know that adults making mid-career Shifts

or changing careers can be expected to question their iden-

Nity; in fact, entering a training program they might be

expected to revisit all of Eriksop's crises, starting with

trust- versus mistrust and ending, hopefully, at igeneratrVity.
)

ThuM, Erikson's developmental crises can be seen as natural

and expected phases of adaptation to an educational program
/ fwhose functioriN, at least in part, enabling_ eople to

iPmake life transitions. Here, Levinson'S cone pt of life

4
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structure adds insight. "Going back'to school" usually in-

volves major changes in life structure; surelleit helps to

be aware that this change is most_likely associated with

neglected aspects, of self that the person is trying to re-.

claim.,,SheefiY's and Lowenthal''S concern for the criss-

cossing trajectories in

raises important issues

39.

mens and women's development also.

tf women's develqpment is different

in either quality or scheduling, what does this mean

women's colleges, for agencies that.serVe women, and

for

for

educational institutions and programs that routinely mix

the sexes?

In sum, to the extent that education is, or can be,

a factor influencing the quality of life for adults, it

seems essential that educators pay attention to life phase

concerns. "Paying attention" can vary, of course, from

informal acknowledgement of students' concerns to the design

of orientation. sessions, workshops, changes in courses or
f

teaching methods, the forming of support or counseling

groups -- in fact, any institutionally legitimized process

of self-examination. -To the extent that the developmental

tasks of life phases,are influenced by socialization processes

an educational institution or program may-have enormous im-

pact. Education involves norms and-expectations; most people

look to'teachers as guides and models. The" socialization

process set in motion and "psychological contract" developed'

with students can be trethendoUsly important to personal

4 lJ
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development if it reflects an understanding of the-personal

issues underlying participation.

An understanding oflife phase highlights the personal

uses of education: what is education good for? For whom?

And at what points.in life? Because a person's interpreta-

tion of the meaning of his or her life and the problems thAt

naiad solving, shift with life phase, these transitions are

likely to generate new needs and uses for education. For

example, in Sheehy's "pulling up roots" period (age 16-22),

colleges and universities and the army are the major 'social

-institutions that help 'adolescents break away,frap their

families-and establish 'separate identities..' A "provisional

adult" (age 22-29) is more likely to be interested in job-

related education, whereas someone undergoing an "age 30
k

transition" (age 29-32) is frequently seeking redefinition-

of life aims or new career directions, often in the guise of

returning to college for a master's degree, or taking yoga

at a community adult education center. A person who is

.,"rooting" (age 32-29) may be engaged in upgrading profes-

sional skills or pursuing valued hobbies; at "mid-life

transition" (age 39-43), there is need for social support

for widespread reeamination and questioning. 'With "restabili-

-- nation ard flowering" (age 43-50), a person is likely to seek

opportunities to pursue neglected interests or altogether

new interests, more social'and avocational than vocational.
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With retirement, there' are further opportunities for recrea-

tion and leisure, and aging brings needs for social contact

and personal support.

Although there is no systematic evidence, it seems

Piobable that:peoples-msm, of 4,ducation, both formal and

informal, in resolving developmental tasks or mediating

transitions is differentially related to age, sex, occupation,

.social class, and personal inclination. This fact, if it is

a fact, raises major questions for educators, particularly

for national and institutional policy. Middle-class, and

professional groups traditionally make the most use of'formal

education; while lower class adults and people with tocially

identified needs (e.g., alcoholics, the unemployed) tend to

receive what could be called educational programs from social

service agencies. The sparse data on this matter is intriguing.

Statistical analyses published by the National Center for

Educational Statistics (Gilford, 1974) show that adults en-

rolled in educational programs across the broad range of

"postsecondary education"'havehigh levels of education com-c

pared to the general pdpulation. Medtker's (1975) study of
the characteristics of students in a cross-section of non-

traditional college programs shows that by and large the

"nontraditional" students are older students with the same

characteristics as traditional ones: middle-class and

profesionally oriented.
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It is interesting to speculate on the ways life phase

issues and transitions are influenced by social class.

Canoga, for example, is a critical Mediating' institution

. for middle -class youth leaving the family. What are the medi-

ating mechanisms for a young man or woman who must enter the

laboi force immediately after high school (or who drops out),

someone who perhaps continues to live and work within an

extended family? If the developmental tasks of life phases

cut across the population.-- and they must to some extent'

or the concept is too broad to be meaningful -- then why is

it that educational institutions serve some groups and-not

others? With the increasing age of the United States' popu-

latiomo should there not be more institutions that serve

older adults? 'These questions point to. classic policy

makers' dilemmas. When and how and for whom should services

be provided? In a decentralized educational and social

service system, whose responsibility is it to serve whom?

And why? Row much responsibility shOuld beleft to indi-

vidUal adults, and how much assumed by society?

One obvious and practical use of life phase research

lies in informing program design and institutional strategy

for example, in identifying potential new clients for edu-

cational services, in conceptualizing new services, and in

re-designing delivery mechanisms developed for a different

clientele. Some colleges seeking new clientele, for example,

have been turning with considerable success to senior citizens

as potential stIlAc..,.r AchevrAm^
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Colleges, competency-based proessional training and other

mechanisms of "nontraditional higher education'appeal to

adults with work and.family con tments who Annot study in

the traditional manner. Within and outside of institutions,

it is possible to identify growl that are more likely than

others to be at risk" undergoing life transitionsland°to

develop short-term coUnselin7, career development dr personal

support groups to help ease the transition. For example,

'a
111111ftellegeS have such support systems for older women who

are returning to school; other groups might need similar
RIM

support..

A final and related point is that we do not have

very good information on the extent of adults' demand for

education. There-have been a few attempts to establish

national base-line and trend data ,regarding magnitude of

adult participation, but most participation research has

investigated age and social class correlates pf participation

from a sociological perspective. The focus is now shifting

toward attempts to identify the psychological and attitudinal

variables influencing participation (Dickinson and Clark,

1975). A study that looked in-depth at adults' demand for

and differential use of education from the theoretical per-

spectives of life phase,' developmental stage, and learning_

style could be potentially extremely useful.

One of the most salient insights afforded by life

phase theories abd research lies in the recognition of anxiety,

52
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disequilibrivat and transition in the lives of adults who

teach, study and administer.If people are aware that others

share their confusion, if they perceive disequilibrium as

part of a normal and expected growth process -- if they have

labels for the internal chaos -- this can alleviate anxiety

sad improve potential learning.

Harold Hodgkinson (1974). has taken LevinsoWs formu-

lation of life'phases and identified life phase issues in

college faculty members' and administrators' lives. For

example, he sees younger *provisional adult" faculty-(age 22-

( 29) _as engaged in career testing and dream-building, perhaps.

with aid from an older faculty person who serves as a mentor.

*Settling down" faculty (age 30-39) are concerned with pub-

liCation and research, with gaining a ranked position, learning

the committee system for prestige and autonomy, gaining tenure,

will are becoming involved in the activities of national

learned societies or professional associations. "Mid-life"

(age 39-43) brings reassessment of one's goals, perhaps down-

ward revision, and a last chance to leave academic teaching

for some other.career. "Restabilization" (age 43-50) is

likely to involve renewed commitment to the academic institu-

tion, satisfaction with one's status, enjoyment in playing a

mentor role toward younger faculty, and the establishment of

-friendship groups and interests outside of teaching and re-

search. Hodgkinson describes a similar progression for adminis-



trators, illustrating the opportunities and problems which

changes in life phases bring to their job performance. He

calls attention to the central importance of iecognizing that

crisis and reorientation are the vital centers of personal

growth.

It would seem to be more useful to utilize
Levinson's work, and our speculations on its impli-
cations for higher education,as a diagnostic tool
helping us to understand individuals in the formation
and revision of their goals, helping to mediate their
conflicts with institutions, other persons, and
with themselves, and above all, helping them to..
realize that some crisis and reorientation are vital
for continued personal growth; without it we continue
too live last year over again. With it, we can begin
to understand the oriental definition-of crisis --
a 'threatening opportunity:'

( Hodgkinson, 1974)

Rodgkinson's formulation is apt, but incomplete.- He

fails to separate the personal and interpersonal uses of

insight from institutional uses: Apart from its influence on

interpersonal perception and interpersonal relationships, how

does one operationalize understandings of the kind Hodgkinson

describes? This question can be asked of all the

standings" that research_ and developmental theory

It is not an easy question to answer. Although I

gested some institutional implications, there are

"under-

provide.

have sug-

many um

answered questions with respect...to anything that might be

described as implementation of the idea:

- Since the theories aren't

. how can we use them?

5 .4

integrated or complete,
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- If developmental tasks and marker events of life

phase differ by life style, social class and

personal idiosyncrasies, hbw do we identify,life.

phases?

- There are no. current instruments for measuring

life phase, according to any theoiy. Can age .be

used as a global proxy? (It probably' can, in that

if an 'institution serves a new age group the'perL.

sonal issues underlying participation will probably

be different. rBut which issues, in what develbp-
,J

mental sequence?)

- The current state of resea4ch 'leaves many unanswered

.questions concerning life Phase.)3kr-thy are age-
)

linked but not universal, = are there suffiCient
-

commonalities to warrant program changes? -If

idiosyncrasies of personality, life style and sub-

culture affec'ethe substance and .timinTat.7-life
0

phases how .does one use the.concepti How does one -J

deal with the unknovin differencqybetween men'
.

and-women's, life periods?

On a large.scale;

lation provides-us
1

the age distribution of our pop

With information, 'albeit

Impothetical, about' the demand -for particuIar.kinds

of eduCatian. With decentralized Systems -for
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cation.and social services there is no organized

response to this demand. How then should institu-

tions respond?

S
Although it might-;3e so lolly useful to identify

groups "at risk" and of ervices, this can oil&

be patronizing, and provide services that are not

wanted or that create dependency. How can we use

this concept so that we don't-create just 'another

label (Hodgkinson calls them "aged boxes") for

classifying adults?

How much does education relate :o: personal develop-

ment or to quality of. life? How much should4:it?

-11kWhat role does an educational institution:-or program'

play in mediating life phase 'transitions? What

role is apprOpriate?

- Who in an ,institution should be responsible for

identifying the larger issues of life phase, and

ganizing- instruction, ,socialization,'and eounseling

Bake them :into, account?

ft/

- How dO we institutionally-legitimize,personal

developnent or the idea that adults can use edu-

t:-Cation:-/ox _support transitions?

%

Once- one: leaves the areas of understanding wheee
.inlierlersorraX rcepiiop and inte actioen are. key,- and- tries-tc"-.

z.
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think of institutionalized or institution-wide implicittions,

these quetstions arise. This may point to the most powerful

use of the idea, which is as an idea. If knowledge of adult

life periods -- just the fact' that transitions exist -- were

common knowledg ple might expect them, plan for them,

and act with rore wisdom themselves and with others. On the

other hand, e ucational institutions, wtose specialty is

fostering learning, have a tremendous responsibility to be

conscious; of the assumptiOns underlying their ways Of organiz-

ing instruction and the socialization processes they perpetuate.

What, for example, is; the meSsagevif there is no age-box
,--4or.ty oa the appkication forms?

3

S.



CHAPTER III

THE DC'I.AIN OF DEVELOP.ENTAL STAGE

The, concept of structure is central to the idea of

developmental stage. A stage is an ideal-typical construct

which describes different psychological orgaAizations, or

basic mental structures, at different points'in one's develop-

ment. Different stages re eserRIN144kerent waysNof ordering

the world -- of actively stru one's responses in ways

that are themselves structured in shapes and patterns/that.
AP

may not be recognized by thj t4rso *riVol,yed, but can.be

recognized by others. C t stage theokies offer detailed

mapsf cognitive, emotional, interpersonal and ethical

develo mcnt; as such; they provide one way of'determi#ing

"where people are-at," at least psychologically speaking.

In this _lies their tremendous relevance for education.

The most fundamental aspect of the construct lies in-

e assertionthatdevelopmentd1 stages represent gqAlitatively-

di ferent frames of reference for interpreting and responding

to daily experiences. This means.thatWe do not all live in
ethe same perceptual, intellectual and interpersonal wozqd,

and that "social' facts" and "objective environments" are.not

facts or objective at all, bUt'sUbjective'phenomeikon,organized

in stage-related ways'. Earlier stages in most developmental
4



sequences describe a movement outward from an egccer.::-.c

orientation toward the worrdlatcr stages descrl. 7 . 7-

toward increasing self-awareness and a broader, more cor.pl..lx

understanding of social phenomena.' Cognitive ability becomes

sore complex with upward stage progressions. These progres-

sions are provileaLive because they seem to represent un-

intended consequences of education, if not intended consequences,

as evidenced by a correlation of higher developmental stages

with increasing levels of education.

Most of t13; research on developmental stages has been

done vithin. the tradition 'of cognitive developmental, or

structural, psychology. In Jean Piaget's classic (1960)

definition, stages deicribe an invariant sequence of.mental

orgApirations which constitute qualitatively different frames

of reference toward experience. They are hierarchiCally in-'
0

tegrated; that is; subsequent stages incorporate and transfokm

earlier stages, and they represent "structured wholes" or

thought-organizittionstiAderlying one's basic approach. to the,

world. Development in Piagetiin-terma (1967) is seen as'pro-

greissive equilthration from'a lesser to a higher state of

eqUilibrium, through mental structures that are continually

undergoing transformations and mOring toward more complex

le els of4ifferentiation, integration, and stabi4ty.*

Individuals assimilate experience to an extant .structure

and then accommodate the structure (as a result of perceived

1.0



discrepancies between experienced events and thought structures

to Interpret them) through tr,_In3for7,:tions and rccoml->inations

Which rsult in a new and more differentiated structuring of

experience. when considerable numbers of elements in a

structure haw been transforoed, a.new structure of "stage"

of development has been reached.

Piaget's research has been done with children, not

adults, and his focus has been on the development of children's

logical thinking and moral judgment. Because I want to include

the areas of emotional, experiential and interpersona] develop-

ment in the domain of.developmental stage, I use a broader

definition of -'. stage' than t4at adopted by structural theorists.

Piaget's ideas are, nevertheless, fundamental touchstones for

examining the assumptions of the construct.

There are many stage theorists; each deals with a

somewhat different strand of developmept. I discuss in4some

detail Lawrence Kohlberg's stages of moral reasoning, William

Perry's sequenced positions of intellectual and ethical

development, and Jane Loevinger's levels of ego development.

Additionally, Harvey, Hunt and Schroder (196;) have identifie\

a sequence-of conceptual development and personality organi-'

zation which parallels Perry's positions, although it was

developed

of social

stagelr, as

independently. Selman (1973) has identified stages
-dr

role- taking that probably precede Kohlberg's moral

"necessary but noisufficiene'preconOitiOns for
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stage change, Fowler (1974) has identified stages in the

development of faith zind religiouS orientation (which also

parallel Kohlberg's stages), and BroughtOn (1975) has con-
. .--

Ceptualized stages of episte7,ological development which are

compatible with those of the other theorists. Although

various theorists focus on different aspects of development,

and predictably differ somewhat in word usage, definition

of terms, research methodology and scoring systems, their

approach is congruent. There is reasonably satisfactory

evidence that they are describing and independently verify-

ing related developmental progressions.

The evidence that developmental stages "exist lies

in the fact that people hypothesized tojbe at different

stages react slj.fferently to the same eiperience, and some of

those differences are predictably patterned. /There is also

various develop-

tantial, although

longitudinal and empirical verification

-ftentallrprogressions. This evidence is

not unquestionable. Kohlberg, for example, has longitudinal

data forfa single set of subjects for over 18 years. No

one has skipped stages; what seemed to be regression to Stage

2 on.the part of bright conscientious high school boys who

were.in their first years of college and going from Stage 4

to Stage 5 was 'solved- bythe creation of Stage 4-1/2 (rela-

tivism). -Perry's scheme was derived. from an eight-year
-1(

longitudinal study of two groilps of Harvard un ergraduates.



l'ioevinger's progression of ego levels was constructed with

cross-sectional data from a projective sentence-completion

test; she and her colleagues used elaborate boot-strapping
0

procedures over a.ten-year 1...lriod, alternating between

clinical judgment and empirical verification of responses.

Thus, while not everyone's work was with "adults"-- and this

is an agenda for future research there is a substantial

body of scholarly work supporting the notion of, developmental

stages.

There is a persistent argument among researchers

about how to assign and interpret stage scores -- whether a

score should represent a person's highest possible level of

functioning, or modal level, or level of core functioning

consistent w\th behavior. Theorists make these decisions
01,

differently, so scores and 'stages' are not exactly comparable

across theories. It is true that people's responses on any

stage measure cannot be consistently assigned to only one

stage. Thus, it is probably more accurate to speak of

individuals having a modal stage, or a level of core finction-

ing,. which is possibly different for different strands of

development. A moral reasoning protocol, for example, usually

shows three stages: a dominant stage, a stage which a person

is leaving, but still uses, and a stage he or she is moving

Into hich has not yet crystallized (Kohlberg, 1969).

. People to prefer reasoning or responses at the highest
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level which they can understand, which is often one stage

ahead of their own modal stage. People at higher stages

apparently have a wider repertoire of mental structures through

which to interpret experience; a person at lower stages is

unable to comprehend the ideas, motives and personality dy-
>

namics of persons at higher stages. Instead", he or she re-
,

interprets them into less-differentiated conceptions. For

example, children asked to role-play family situations with

roldt desicriptions higher than their own modal stages reinter-

pret the role-play,parts to their own stages (Blasi, 1971).

'Pakeability studies" using Loevinger's measure for ego

development (Loevinger, 1973), have shown that you cannot

fake a freely constructed response,more than a half stage

higher than your own, although you may score higher by choos-
t

ing pr- constructed items from a multiple-choice battery.

This id, not merely a matter of measurement; a developmental

stage, at least theoretically, represents a structural po-

tential or constraint on understanding and action.

Another persistent argument concerns the relationship

of stage-related cognition and interpretation to one's daily

actions; for example, one's tested level of moral reasoning

to one's practice of moral behavior. With moral development

there is no one-to-one lorrespondence between judgmehtand

action, but it'seems clear that a person's actions are framed

out of stage-related patterns, of thinking.. The two are

definitely related. With Loevinger's measure of ego develop-
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clear-cut, as her measure and scoring system comes closer to

tapping behavior. However, knowing someone's developmental

stage does not allow one to predict behavior, except on the

level of interpreting patter.-is of behavior, and their meaning.

What causes development, or stage change? Stages are

constructed by eacly person through an active process of making

meaning from experience. It is not clear why for some people,

at some point, development stops or why alt adults do not

move on to the higher developmental stages. One can posit

development as a personal act of will which involves over-

coming considerable internal defenses, both cognitive and,

emotional, tending toward equilibrium or the status quo.

developmental stage is a powerful and self-reinforcing frame

of reference. The environment also influences potential for

development. -Poverty, hostility and deprivation *can set
4

ceilings on growth. What "stops" developMent, as well as

what fosters it, is an unresolved_ question. Devel-

opment apparently stops 4hen individuals do not have the

disequilibrating experiences'which lead to formulation of

higher stage structures, or when they "have" the,experience

but cannot or do not choose to use it to change their basic

way of experiencing the world. But this is only a partial

answer to a complex question.

It,is also an open question as to how developmental

stages are related'to age in children and in adults. The

research with children is specific regarding this relationihip;

with- adults it is not. Can schemes initially constructed to
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describe children's development (e.g., Piaget, Kohlberg,

Selman) be applicable for adults? Adults and children often

have similar personality traits, but what are the essential

differences between a ten-yclr-old child at Kohlberg's stage

of instrumental exchange (Stage 2) and an adult at the same

stage? When do certain stages become dy.sfunctio 'for adults?

Loevinger sees ego development.as both a normal devel-

opmental sequence for children and a characterology or typology

which sfiows. individual differences among adults in a given

age cohort. Her descriptions of th6 stage progression in

ego development start with "the infant," move to "the child,"

and then, at the conscientious stage (Stage 4), shift to "the

person" (Loevinger and Wessler, 1970). There are many adults

at the lower stages,-cif course; jusi how they are different

from children.at those same stages is unclear. ,

Again, what causes stagd change? We have only pre-

liminary answers. Piaget postulates that stage change depends

upon experience; in particular, discrepancies between one's

expectations and experienced events. Some moderate discrepancy

is believed optimal to promote development. A child shifts

into a new cognitive stage through a series of experiences

in which his expectations are disconfirmed; e.g., a variety

of objects dc, not float or sink as he predicts, and he cannot

use his old ways of thinking to explain a new phenomenon (In-

Welder and Piaget, 1958). Kohlberg sees role-taking .opportunities
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intellectual stimulation, responsibility for decision-r4.4.1:ing,

exposure to individuals with.c7onflicting viewpoints, exposure

to reasoning at the *next stage up," and living in a world

or community which is perceived as fair, as precOnditions

for adults to change stages of moral.judgment (Kohlberg, et

al., 1974). Lasker (1974) sees stage change in ego develop-

ment as proceeding through a succession of "microchangep,"'

small realizations about oneself that accumulate over a period

of time and can, after a period of personal disequilibrium,

form into the personality pattern of the next stage. This

conclusion comes from formative research on the impact of

an ongoing training program designed to take aduats through'

a series of experiences leading to microchanges

stage change.

and then ego-

-Of the three constructs in this analytic framework,

the construct of developmental stage is by far the most

value-laden. The structuralists' definition of stage as in-.

varianteand hierarchical raises in some minds the spectre of

an elitist theor e dying values at odds with their own.

What evidence is there that higher stages are better?

Kohlberg maintains that higher moral stages are better becauSe

they are logically more adequate, they embodi.a natural and

universal human progression, and movement to higher stages

is rehabilitative and leads to more consistent and responsible

behavior. He also maintains that there is clear evidence 'that

6
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persons reasoning in a moro morally mature way act in a more

matures way. However, most of his work with adults has been

with prison inmates at preconventionAl levels.

For:example, studies in the United States and othe):

countries indicate that criminal offenders score remarkab:y

lower on Whlberg's measures of moral judgment than non-

offenders of the same social background. The majority (7%)
as,

of non-criminal adolescents and young adults are at Stagd, 3
)

or 4, while the majority of adolescent offenders are at ltage 1

or 2. Higher stage people can, of .course, be imprisoned for

their moral principles: for example, Mahatma Ghandi, Sc":rates,

and Martin Luther King. Studies of the effects of moral judg-
,

ment interventions in prisorLs appear to show that inma4.1.:s who

have reached conventional btages (Stages 3 or 4) in moral

judgment ape less likely to be reincarcerated than prei:onven-

tional (Stage 1 and 2) inmates (see Kohlberg, et al., 1974,

pp. 27-28).

It is probably true that it is dysfunctional for an .

adult in our society to have a personality organization or

mentality below that of Xohlberg's conventional stages (Stages

3 and 4) or Loevinger's conformist stage (Stage 3). After

that, agreement tends to break down. The-higher stages involve

understanding and questioning social norns and values and

sometimes taking individual stances against one's social

group. This is not a universally respected value. although

many people tend to espouse, it. Loevinger ieves that those
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who remain below tho conformi3t level beyond childhood ars-

10
irobably mbla, 'Listed, many undcubtedly so in their own eyes.

Howuver, she also cautions that many self-protective and

opportunistic (Stage 2) pers ns are quite successful In our

society, and it is faintly presumptious to call them mal-

ad)usted. In the end, she maintains that the higher ego

-stages are not necessarily better in the sense, of Conveying
,

more happiness or greater adjustment to lile's,problems:

she does see them as repiesenting greater adequacy in coping

with progressively deeper and more complex issues and prob-'

lams, both intellectual and personal-(Loevinger and Wessler,

1970).

A final unsettling question before we proceed to

examine a few theories in detail involves suspected and cross-

cultural relationships between social class, amount of educa-

tion, and stage of development. Kohlberg's evidence for

cross-cultural universality is based on studies in Mexico,

Taiwan, Turkey and Great Britain (Kohlberg, 1969); he un-

equivocably claims universality fqr his stages of moral

reasoning. Although Loevinger is much less quick to claim

cross-cultural validity for her construct of ego development,

Lasker has unpublished data for Curacao .that'shows that society

stratified by income and education ih proportion to increasing

ego levels. He is currently collecting data which is expected

to show that rank and responsibility in a large industrial

corporation are stratified by ego levels, with increasing levels
6,J



of ego developnent relatedto comutence"in handling super-
.

visory and nanage:-ial positions. There is no sudh data for

the United Stateg, but I suspect that in gross statistical

terms We would find the same stratification. These relation=

ships, interesting to be sure; have sobering implications for

education.

For our =mediate purpose it is significant that most

adults do not reach the higher stages in any of the develop --

mental schemes. 'Although4Plaget ascribes the development of .

el

formal operations to late adolescence (12-15; for.some, 15-20

Years); Blasi shows th4 many adults do,not-reach formal
0

operations, at least on Piagetian tagks.- Loevingers sees the

average American as a "conscientious conformist," a transition

(from Stage'3 to Stage 4) that appears to be modal for some

students during 'their first two Years of college. AKohlberg

assigna_..his Stage 4,-or "author'ity and social order maintaining

orientation," _as the modal stage for most adults. _Because

adults do not, automatically reach the higher :stages, even the

"conventional stages," and because stage change,is possible

In adulthood, these factS have powerful implicaions.for
sh

education.

9-='

KOHLBERG'S STAGES OF MORAL JUDGMENT
9-

KghlbergJs stages of moral reasoning represent studies

of children, adolescents and adults over a 20*vear period.
-
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Longitudinal.studies-have verified that individuals pass tnrOugh

the stages sequentially. There are three levels bf moral de-
.

-velOpment, each of which. has two stages 'embedded in it. The

plipnventtomal level is.cha2acterstie of children under.

age 9-11, and of a. majority of adolescent__riminal offenders...

At this' level the moral rules and values of--society are under-

stood only as "dols""and "don'ts" associated with punishment.

The conventional level the level of-the average adolescent

and adult who understan4p, accepts, and attempts to uphold

society's values andrules. The post - conventional -level is

the level at which customs and social rules are critically

examined in terms of universal human rights and-duties_and

universal morel principles (see'Figure-7,.folldwing).'
. .

Although,-Kohlberg's Stance'was originally "naturalistic,"

there isevidence_thatefforts to promote stage change :Can'be

-succesSful. A series of studies by Moshe Blatt (197j; Blatt

and 1971) .showed moral discussion groups with1

W. . . _ .

high_ school- studets could promote.development by about onen
.

u

half-stag on.Kohlbeg's scoring system. It is important to

note that thef.e are changes in reasoning, not in.behavibr,

although chanCes in reasoning are believed to-he pre-conditions

for consistent behavior clIange.

The success of these discussion .groupS has led Kohl-

berg and his associates to consider what might be done Within

elementary .and secondary school social studies clases to

promote moral development. A first principle of their approach

is that moral development is not promoted through.direct
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teaching and instruction.

Our research evidence indicates that the chili'
generates his ownie-level of thinking and"changes
gradually. Ttlp task of the teacher is to facili-
tate the process of charms. Studies (Rest, 1971;
Rest, Turica'aild Kohlberg, 1969) suggest that it
is not possible t,) get children to .comprehend stages
much highot than 'their own, much less to use them
spo#taneoutily. All children were able to represent
correctly all states, below their own as well as
those eir-own levels, and some 'children were
able t this for the stage directly above their
awn al Almost none were able to coilprehend
or tran ate reasoning two or more stages above
their own.. Those children able to comprehend highei
stages-else showed some spontaneoUs use of.these
stages (25%) in the pretest interview. Comprehen-
sion, of a higher -.stage, therefore, reflected the
child's natural movement toward this. next stage
period. Success in stimulating-changeto a higher
stage requires (a) helping children to understand-
a higher stage of reasoning, and (b). facilitating.
their acceptance of that reasoning as their-own.
with the spontaneous.use of it in new situations.

1Kohlberg, Proceedings, p. 42)
40

Instead, moral development is facilitated through one-to-one

interactions in which the teacher's verbalizations:ale one

step above the level"±of the student. The teacher's primary

talk, according to 4CoMberg, is to help the student (a) focus

on genuine moral conflicts; (b) think about the reasoning he

or'sbe,uses in solving such'conflicts; (c) see inconsistencies

and inadequacies in his way,of thinking; and (d)sfind means

of resolving:such inconsistencies and inadequacies. Discussing
.- 4

moral dilemmas facilitates this proces's; The focU6 for change
P

is on thinking; KOhlberg's stages represent progressively more

adequate conceptualizations of morality.

7i



eonlborg's Stages of Moral'Judgment
,

Classification ofmbrsl Judgnent
.IntoLevels and Stages of Development

. -

Levels 'Iasi' of Moral Judgment Stages of Development

Z.

II =

moral value resides in
external, quasi-physical
happenings, in bad_acts,
or in quasi-physical..
needs rather than in
persons and standards.

(Predonventional

morality)
.Moral value resides
performimg 'good or
right rolosi, is main-
- taming the conven-
tional order and the
,expectanies of others.-
-(ConVentional-

: snicilitY)

in

1

or

ZZZ Moral value resides in
'conform-tag by the self
to shared or shareable
standards, rights, or .

duties.

(Postconventional
morslity)

Stage .1: Obedience and.pun -
ishment-orientation. Ego-
centric deference to superior
power or prestige or a trouble
avoiding set. Objective
-respOnsibility.

Stage 2: Naively egoistic
orientation. Right action is
that instrumentally satisfying
the self's.noeds and octavo -
sionally others!. Awareness
of relativism of value to earn'.
actor's needs and perspective..
-Naive egalitarianism and ori-
entation to exchange and
reciprocity..

-Stage 3: Good-boy orientation.
Orientation to approval and
to pleasing and.nelping others.
Conformity vn Stereotypical-
images-of majoritr-or natural
role behavior,-and judgment by
intentions. .414.

Stage 4: Authority and social-
.,ordnr maintaining orientation.
drisntaition to 'doing duty' and
to phowing respect for authority
and maintaining the given social
order for its own sake. Bogard
for earned expectations of
others.

Stage St Contractual legalistic
orientation. Recognition of an
arbitrary element or starting
point in-rules or expectations
for the sake of agreement.
Duty defined in terms of con-
tract, general avoidance of
violation of the will or rights
of others, and majority will and
welfare.

Stage 6: Conscience or prin-
ciple orientation. Oriente-
tion not only to actuelly'or-
dained social rules but to
principles of choice involving
appeal to logical universality
and consistency. .Orientation
to conscience as a directing
agent and to mutual respect
and trust.

SOUCCefACohlberg, 1967, p. 171...
4

Rohlberg,:ineetimes adds other stages. Sts e O. Exam
centric Judgment, describes a,state in which 3u gments are
made On the balls of what an individual likes and wants,
with no conception of rules and obligations independent of
personal wishes. Stage -4 1/2, is a stage of relativism
Oharacteristic of the transition between conventional and
POstconventional morality. sttlt2, which is at present
hypothetic41, involves. the adoption of a cosmic and roli;ious
(in the broad sense) perspective, parallel to Erikson'seiahth stAno nf

or.
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Within the last 'five ',:ears Kohlberg and tks associa4es

have bceif involved- in.interventons in schools -a -nd imprisons

hich are designed to priiote 'moral development. At the

eart pt these interventions is-the creation of a "just community,

in which democratic prinaxples govern community life, and rules

are set through_ widespread-and continuing discussion of what
I

.111 fair in particular situations. Here the hypothesis is that

moral stage change is'related to exposure to social environ-

mantis perceived as operating according to principles of justice
,

-more adequate than one's own, to opportunities for social role-
,

'taking, and to the cognitive'-conflict involved in making .deci-
-*ions collectively and in assuming responsibility for iinple-

v

minting group decisions. The idea is to create-a, moral atmos-

phere or "just" environment which will be perceived by all

as fair, although in different terms depending on staff and

participants' moral stages. Evidence Is preliminary but sdte

stage" change has-:been measured, again about a half-stage in

400mignitude..
IV

The-intervention studies illustrate how a developmental

stage acts as a frame of reference for one's social environment.

Scharf (197a), for example;` ,has traced prison inmates' reactions-.

. .

to treatment programs by their stage of moral reasoning, and

found that women iztes of a model c9tttge perceived the
I"same" cottage environment differently,i in stage-related ways,

-.

Preconventional (Stage 2 and beljw) inmates mided the major

assumptions of demacrgtic group structure and reinterpreted

/t.)
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. 4
r e

f_hem-inLo lower stage categories of
- d,-adic exchanges among

u4'.incite ic!als; "mixed (Stage 2 and 3) -inmates evaluated the

cottage envixoment in terms of iterpersondl relations and
.

mutu. ctmcern)'; .conventional.'Stage
..

1; w
3 and 4) inF.xes nad a.more critical-,perspectiVe,derived

yfrom an,analy-sis of the program's merits." They were ponterped
.g:t..

ahbut the- political structure of the cottage, outside social
_ .

and political influences)1 and with secrnring effective help
P

/1

.
to. keep them from returning to prison. Perry, whose work

is described in the following pages, fouhd a-Similar result

with Harvard undergraduates. He could not tell from,students'

reports of their college experience that they were talking

about the same course or the same-college. Students' inter-

pretations of the "same" experience differed widely, depending

upon their place in his developmental sequence.

The task of creating a "just community" to consciously

foster development among people at Aifferent stages is a

difficult one, and there are unresolved questions about the

leaders' roles.and strategy. If the.community makes decisions

democratically, then the majority's notion Of fairness pre--1.-.

vails. Do staff members, presumably at higher stages, have

a responsibilitylto present their own viewpoints_or to'sUppdrt
o

the community views that represent one stage up? How do they,

or, can they, create allegiance. to community ideals in the-face'

of widespread injustice outside the community? Can one estab-

lish a model "democratic" cottage and ignore the aUthoritarlan
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ethos of a prison? Can cnt c:stablish moral discussion groxiPs

01.

for, students and'ignore\their-concerns .about justice within

the school setting? 'In the long run the answer is no, but

the questions create dilemmas for the would-be practitioners

which are' not resalUed by developmental theory.

PERRY'S FORMS OF INTELLECTUAL AND ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT

Perry's progfession of intellectual and ethical devel-

- opment dig6ribes nine way-stations on'a journey from a commit-_

ment in a conceptually simple world /f absolutes, to a more

considered commitment in a world'of relative ind contingent

knowledge and values, Perry's original intent was to study.

the impact on students of twentieth-century relatlipp; his

developmental sequence traces the impact of a liberal arts

education where "liberal arts" means the more or less deliberate

teaching of the proceduret of relativistic thought, assuming

a diverse and-pluralisticiculture.

Perry's 'scheme (see Figure 8 ) was derived from open-
.

ended interviews with two .groups of H"arva"rd undergraduates,

each studied' ?longitudinally over a four-year period as they

progressed from freshmen to seniors. Students were asked how

they construed their.college experience (e.g., "Why don't you
-start out with whatever-gtands out for you about the year?),

and the codification respresents the forms (structures) father
SW'
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than the particulars (content) of their replies. Not every-,

one-pro4resse'd smoothly through these positions;.. there are

counter-positions of retreat,-temporizing and escape, as

Figure- 8 shows-,

,ferry's scheme.is based on piaget:, but.it is not

wholly Piagetian. Peci-ry adds an "advanced peridd" (he would

call it the-. "period of responsibility") to Piagetian studies

so_far published- Piaget's studies show that formal opera-

tional thought (adult thinking, or the abili0- to think about

thinking) is established at 12-15 years, or for some from,

15-20. Piaget believes that one-does not become formally

operational in all areas of intellectual functionings, however;

one specializs in areas of aptitude or professional orien-

tation (Piaget, 1972). Although Perry sees the first half

of his scheme as reflecting the no'toric, cognitive and Moral"

"decentering" portrayed in each of Piaget's other periods,

the second half, which describes the development of a personal

style or equilibrium in Commitment (Positions 5-9),,seems

qualitatively different. The shift is away from spatial--

- cognitive restructuring to emotional-'and aesthetic assess-

ments (Perry, 1968). Hespeculates that his first five

Positions may be vertical in Piaget''s terms, with the last.

few showing what Piaget. calls horizontal decalage. This

.points to a model 'of growth and development that' is not

linear but represents a spiral or a helix.



\ FIGURE a
Parry's Poe:.titms of ZntelZect=1 are' rtnizal ZomoIorment

NCO LLOZ

inettion Zr :74v.o .2%.1.i::.7. =t stiient sees the wprld in polar tern.

110 antic is the Absol.me,cnown to AutnC'rz:v biros. rol.e.is co mediate

of se-rtirm=crgood vs. other-wrong baid. Right.Answers for !werythi.ng

(teschl Chno,, Knowisige anegoodness are perceived as quantita-
tive occcetioni of discrete rigptness .TO.her collected by hard work
and Obedience YpeOndigns a spelling Mat). .

. . _

Missaelan 2: MUltiOlicity Ira-Legitimete. She student percelven diver-
aiFg of opunion. and uncert., nty, and accounts r tbearis ua-
asesroiszad cont=eion in poorly qualieled Authoriti s or as mere

. somortmsaa set by iutmor_if ~1111m. can learn' CO find ne Answer
occieLssas.'

1 tit is--Au.:=PlicstMSubordinare. The student :rivets diversity
And unoerealneg as Legitimate but s tamporety in Areas where
Authority 'hasn't found toe A7:swer Re supposes Authority
stedsi2WWrth thane dream pa "good slave...but regain, puzzled
as Co standards.

anottlion 4: Muleiplicity.Cnirelatwo or Relativism Subordinate. (A) die
student posteivee :egatimate uncertainty_ (and rAiumrfore diversity
od`opiodon; to be ostensive and raises it to the status of an
unstrociturnd epistemologicaIreals of its own in which 'agyone
has a right to his on opinion,' -a tIalm_which he -sets over
against uthority's realm where right-wrong still prevails, or
(b) the student dispovers qualitative contextual relativistic
seasoning as a special case of 'what May want" within Authority's

MOoltion Sr. Relativism Correlate Connoting or Diffuse. me student
peroelwee All knowledge and values (including authority's) as
contextual and relativistic and subordinates dualistic right.-
=um; functions to the status of a special case, in context.

Obeition is Commitnent Foreseen. The student apprehends the necessity
of orleating himself Ina relativistic world thorough shoe form,
a:personal. Commitment (as distinct from unquestioned or uncon-

-.aidered,connitnent to simple belief in certainty).

/Coition 7: Initial Commitment. The student made an initial Commit-
ment In A041111 area.

flooltion Os Orientation in Implications of Commitment. The student
experience. the implications of COMMitment,..andexplorinii.the
subjectim and. stylistic isSusi'Or responsibility.'

1001Clon ts,..4iveZoldnyrCoasmitment(s). Ma student experiences the
Affirmation of identity among multiple responsibilities and realises
Commlonant as an ongoing, unfolding activity through which he
express!. his ljta style.

oo=rmels or larlAr. Dicruscrrom AND intaxessroa

astreaes ac tive denial o'r the ,otential of leg)timecy in Otherness;
the student eetrenches in the dualistic, abeolutistic structures
od'Aseltions 2 or I. Variants of retreat Involve reaction, ne-
getleise. and incoming a dedicated reactionary or dogmatic rebel.

timporisingr A prolonged pause (full year) in any position, exploring
its implications or explicitly hesitating Co take the next stop
but not entrenching in Lim structures of escape.

;.cape. Settlin g for Positrons 4, 5 or by denying or rejecting
their Implications for growth, using the detechannt of these
positions to deny responsibility for commitment through passive
or opportunistic alienation.

Aboreew ob_ea

60 .

1
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Positions 1 and 9 are theoretical places; few, if

any, of Perry's- subject-s were scored there; When he "began

his study in,1953, beginning, freshmen tended to score at

//'c'Positions 3 and 4. Now they -Inter Harvard College at PositiOns

"5 and 67. About 80it of his sample reached some stage: -of

commitment (Positions 7, 8, 9) by the end of their senior

year.- Harvard undergraduates are an intellectually *talented

Population withina narrow age-range. DO these stages des-
,

cribe outlooks of other, undergraduates, or youth who do- not

go to college, or adults within a broad age-range? Perry's

scheme has been used with success to describe other under-

graduates' approach to college, but to my knowledge there is

no

For one

on non-college-goers or

thing, the interviewing

a wider

process

,i4a extraordinarily time-consuming,

Grafted that the scheme probably

validity, there

asked regarding

adult population.

and scoring system

has Widespread

are some interesting _questions that can be' .

interpretation. Is the commitment, dev.g&oped

in Position 9 by a 21 year-old the same:Jcind of commitment

developed bY. an.adult at 31 or at 51 ?. Does one recycle back

through at least some of these positions iiprenegotiating

-thl...commitakents of successive life phases? This corresponds

with Loevinger's view that periods of integration in adult-

hood are related to developing commitments, and with Levinson's

observations that adults question their commitments in periods
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of transition, It is also 'possible to interpret the scheme),

as descrilong phas.zs of adaptation to new learning environ-
=ants. That is, in a new environment one starts, at Postion 1;

one's first distinctions arc dualistic (good/bad) and trust
,is ,a basic criteria. Vilift increasing sophistication, some

may be:iitble to st rt at Position 4 or 5, adopting a "wait=
'frf.

_and see" attitude because of their knowledge of their'"own 5

.inieliectual proceii. This use of Perry's scheme is Similar

to my suggestion that Erikson's theory can represent phases
of adaptation to new situations.

There is also the matter of recognizing the intel-
lectual and emotional trauma which accompanies changes in
one's epistemological worldvievi. Perry's scheme can be seen
as a record of major points of choice between fragmentation
and integration, alienation and involvement.

Perry (1968, Chapter 6) sees the most important edu-

cational implicati&ls of his scheme first as highlighting

the courage needed for thw transition to commitment inrela-_.

tivism, and the importance to the student of being,a confirmed
member of a community that is supportive through the aloneness
of that transition.' Providing this kind, of community and
individual support is no easy task.

With regard to instruction, Perri,' sees his sequence,
as helping teachers understand the diverse nature of "homo-,

geneous" student populations, and to see why different students
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perceive them and their courses so differently.

Our students must be consideredwi relatively.
°i "-homogeneous group in intelligence and academic

'ability., and yet our study reveals the wide
range, in any one college year, of the ways in
which they-construed the nature of .knowledge,
the origin of val.les, the intentions of instruc-

, tors, and .their- own responsibilities, The
impl4cations for-theconduct of education are
appaling, but there they are

(Perry, 215)
. - 474 4/'

Jo/

The sch'eme can -also help .diagnose -teaching drfficultieS. In

Perry's study the trans.itionpoint Most.difficUlt for students
.

seems to be the transition' from Position 4 (legitimate un-

71.

, .

certainty. is extensive; "anyoje has a right to his own

opinion") to4tOsition 5 (all knowledge is contextual and

relativistic, including authority's)`.

discarding IzIltriew that knowledge is

tion of discrete rightness,'including

This shift involves

a-quantitatixe.accre-
7

the ,kind of discrete ,

rightness in which everyone has a xight-to his own opinion;

apd adopting-a conception Of knowledgejas the qualitative-

assessment of contextual observations and relationships.

These two positions imply different relationships between

teacher and student and place different- respc sibilitieA on -.

each role. Teachers whose intention is to facilitate- dis-

cussionbut whose behavior in a discusion consists of

"correcting" students about facts, get trapped by powerful

forces in thelmselves and the students..:. In what Perry calls'

the 'pedagogy of relativism;" correction needs to be contingent'

CU
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on the dynamics of search, analysis,'an4 integration in-the

student. This calls for considerable skill on the part of

a. pedagogue, and a conceptual .map of the students'_ experience,

which is what his schdme pro.rides.

This scheme was derived from the reported experience

of undergraduates in a libeial arts college; as such- it is

certainly germane to the teaching of liberal 'arts subjects.

One of Perry's initftl researchers involved documenting the .

percentage of-final exam questions that required relativism,

or the use of multiple frames of reference, in basic subjects

for. HarvardHarvard College freshmen from the year 1900 to 1960. .

The average."relativism quotient" went from about 8% to 35%

with general education courses ending at 75-80%. -Certainly

ore's teaching should Prepare students to take ,one's exams..

Do students "naturally" move to the more advanced positions,

.paralleling the epistemological advancement of knowledge

'in the basic dilCipolines or do faculty have a responsibility

to promote such shifts more directly?
2J

A lew'researchers have applied this scheme directly.

to instructional methods in traditional academic subjects
e '-

such as hittorand literatUree- In one application,: Knefelkazlp

and WydeCk, in an undergraduate English course at the,Univer-
i

sity-of Minnesota, ,divided studeilts intoTtwa groups: those
, .

.near Position 3 were given highly structured assigments to

explore contradictory and antithetical statements, whereas.



those near Position 5 were asked to contrast their on i,C31.-

tion with that of characters in the readings - for example,

Zorba 'in Zorba The Greek. In the first group there was

movement along the position's; in the, second group there was

no change. They hypothesized that the students in Position

5 had just_recently arrived at relativism and needed more

time before developing commitments (Knefelkamp, 1974; Wydeck,

1975)..

Diversity of students' epistemological positions

also bears on administrative!prectices in such areas as

grouping, selection, and guidance. In grouping it confirms

the desirability of heterogeneity so students can" learn from

each-other, recognizing the need to identify and support

students at the earlier positions who are most- vulnerable to

epittemological shock. For some situations, as in the

previous example, homogenity-of outlook may be .useful In

-selection and gUidince (e.g., curriculum tracking, college

admissions), Perry says that-,knowledge of the scheme sharpens

unresolved problems-of prediction. For example, students

who have doize well in n-a "traditional" school -may reflect the

outlook of Positions 1, 2; 3i., er 0._ ,aD predict how well they
will do in a/college that .encourages TelaeivisMrequires

knOwledge of wh 'ether their preference'for.dtaIism-reflects.

a "closed" or'"defensive"-personality system or merely lack-
/7 of the kind of experiences which would foster relativism.

It is also =portant to'know whether success at "traditional"
,--

.tasks _includes aptitude for. the different intellectual opera-
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tions of relativism..

discussion assumes. a diffrerit cast when tho

subject is college admissions, grouping and tracking) for

adults. .Many adults and many colleges have "traditional"-

outlooks; xerativism is not a universally shared cultural

value. Colleges do not Vay the same role in adults' 'lives

as they do in the lives of l88-22-y4ar-olds, nor do colleges:

have the same incentives for .elective admissions, except

perhaps in graduate or professional program's. But adults
need to know whether they will do well if they enroll and
whether a college's orientation meets their needs, and
colleges need to make infOrmed decisions concerning ppgram

admissions ayrd instruction.. -Perry's scheme hat promising
applicatiohs =this' regard.:

.

WEVINGEge CONSTRUCT-OF.EGO DEVELOPMENT

O

lite term development" as Loevinger and her
- associales-use- it, began with Adler 's concept of "style of

11.1e," which at various ,tirnes. he equated with self, or ego,
unity of personality, methods- of facing prOblems, and one

_.

whole attituileiiht4rd life. Sullivan (1953)-called this the

.- .self4system, aliafr.a.dvanced a theory of selectiVe :inattention
.

. I - - ,.. .... .

whiC.h explains,whY Opel's ego 'stage' is stabre-, or 'changes
-,,-. . ..only .slowly-: That. i s, :,0 .pers8n; tends-'- to .recognize only

..._ --;?: .,. -
p

.,i.
thakt !Pis _irx.':_accord witli_his Already- exisp.ing.Pself-sistep.

.

,-- .63 -.....

..._.
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Discordant observations cause anxiety and give rise .to- the

eWsinAjor task: searching for coherent meanings in ex-

perience. Thus, an ego stage is j. self-reinforcing frame
, -

'of reference for experiencineT (Loevinger and Wesslir, 1970,

p. 7) . .
A

Loevinger sees ego levelOpment as -a ."master trait;"

knowledge of- it deepens one's access to personality. The

trait is made up of broadly correlated patterns of impulse

control or chakacter development.; cognitive- stkle,

personal style and conscious preoccupations, including self-

concept. Figure 9 illustrates _these sequences with brief -

;v:descriptive terms, some of which are. ortunately more

iiiejoritiVe" at the loWer stages than her et for persons
410 .

.

or ,use of the concept would indicate._ T e draw,.

upon common elements in other's work (Loevin4e sees herself
_.x - A:

as synthesizing strands of thebry,00moi4 ±ban develdping origi-

nal theory) , including Sullivar, -Grairg:.anciFprantkS- (1.557

..sequendes of -interpersonal inAgratidor4r Iac'S (11956)

sequences of interpersonal relatabiTity, , ICOhtberg's stages
.

.
of moral development: and :Peck .'nci Havigurst 's 41960) sequence

lk. - k . -0, .

of character development. The -'construct also- inCludeS paral.-...

1e3zs, with deveropmentaI sequen found in Gendlin's: (1962)

levels of e*eeriencing/ 1264et't process conception cif Rsycho-_

irttierap 1969) , . Erlason's (19.6S) .sta4es. of identity:develoe-:
. .sjiit;..and Maslow! ,hierarchys '"of needs and conceptualizatiori

. .

. .\

Csk,..iself..actucilizinci persons. (1968).. Harve3P,' Hunt and Schroeder'
.

- , .4 ._..
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(1961) woes. on per.s,.)nalityorganization and conceptual de-

velopment is-relatedle Although their conceptualization is

difficult to fit into the ego development framewokk. Thus,

to 'say the least, LoAvincrer lnd her. associates' work syn-

thesizes psychoanalytic, numanistic and other strandf

76. .

4

psychology with a cogniti.iie developmental approach to s-tructural

stages. Because their conception is the most'comprehen6ive

of the stage theories,A.t forms -the broadest base for explor-,

ing'the relationship of developmental stage to education.

Loevinger's theory, more than the others/ unites.

cognitive and affective functionin It is clear from,

90fFigure 9 that cognitive develop t is only part of the

ego stage construct. In this regard, her resolution of a

continuing dispute among psychologists sheds light on the

.futillty of the same dispute among educators. Here she Is

explaining the funCtion of the ego in creating and main-
'I

tailing the self-system:,

A current theoretical dispute dmpng_somCVSycholo-
gists interested in ego developrpent arid related tub-
jeCts concerns the releive impdrtance.oe cognitive
and affective factors 'In that development, -This
issue to be,a relic of outworn categorlegof thou for. integration of observations into a,
coherent-frame of reference-is, obviously, cognitive,
while anxiety is obviousty4 affective. -.But the
faliluxe to attain a meaningful and coherent'integra-
titin is precisely. t4hat 'generates anxiety. 'Thus
the search for coherent .meanings _in expeience is
the essence: of thi ego or of ego funCtAohing.

ALoevinger and Wessler,-..1970p12)
Mkto.

-I take t1 as implyitg that educators must expect that the,
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Figure 9.

Milestones of Ego Development,

tPresocial
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Impulsive

(12)

Self -

protectiveprotective

Ipelta)

Conformist

(I -)

1Self -aware

I-3 /4

Conscientious

1I-4).
illf-evaluated,itandards,

self- criticism, guilt

for consequences

'Iwiulsive, fear of

retaliation

Pear of being caught,

externalizing blame,

opportunistic

Conformity to external

rules, shame, guilt for

breaking, rules

(Individual-

listic 1-4/5)

Autonomous Add:. Coping with conflicting
(Is5) inner needs, toleration

111

Irate rsonal St le

Autistic

Symbiotic.

Conscious Preoccu tions

Cogh.Live

St 1

Receiving, dependent,

. exploitive

Integrated Add: Reconciling inner con-
(x-6)

. flicts, renunciation of

unattainable

Waxy, manipulative,

.exploitive

Belonging, helping, .

superficial niceness

Intensive, responsible,

. mutual, concern for

communications

Self vs. Non-self

Add: Respect for autonomy

Add: Cherishing of

individualiti

Bodily feelings, es-

pecially sexual &

aggressive

Selfirotection,

wishes, tlpgs, advantage,

pntrol

Appearance, social

acceptability, !nisi

feelings, behavior

Differentiated feelings,

motives for behavicso

self respett, achiW

scents, traits, e,x-

pression

sttrk7t

concept ual

confu41)n

Concquall

stefewtypes,

Com:ptlal

compity,

idea («,

path: wing

Vividly conveyed feelings
Incv;,1,ed

integration of physiological
conco.itual

and psycholggical,,

psychological causation of cote; , patterns

behavior, development, role tol, on for

conception, self- fulfillment/ arl: ,4.tY4

self in social context
bro., scope,

obj.1 tvity

Add: Identity

A

lote--"Add" ;Means in adiition to the iscription applying to the nevi us levels'
"1" designations

are fp 5ullivan,
Grant, and Grant, 1957, The Self-aware 4-3/4)

and Individualistic
(L-4/5) sta,Ns,are transitional

stalis.1--_,

Source, Loevinger
anOleselerv1970, pp. 10-11.. ..



prccc.;L:: -,f-education (or its result - learning), particularly'
ok

wLen it ,:auses students to, move through a sequence of entirely

new approaches to knowledge such as Perry's scheme represents,

is inevitably accompar4edby anxiety'and by change in the

self73ystem. This is ,true for children and young adults;

it is probably true' for older adults as well , As we cahnot

separate emotion and intellect, we also may not be able' to

separate intellectual and personal development..

Although I have said that Loevinger's theory is the.
.moat comprehensive, particularly in its inclusion of affective

determinants of behavior, it is also the most inaccessible

for laymen. Loevinger is a psychometrician, so.much, of the

.construct's synthOsis is implicit. She warns in the scoring

manual that you cannot begin to understand the stages of

,ego deVelopmept without mastering the scoring system; then
tacit component of scoring and knowledge of the 'concept are

identi&al. The scoring system consists o, a 36-item projec-

motive sentence completion test, each stem of whi6h has its

own individ al scoring- system; 'mastering it requires more

than a casual interest in its relevance for one's teaching

br curriculum design. The sentence co pletion test is also

.notIlikelif to be used as a routine nostic instrument

with students; it is too cumbersome to re'op a mass basis

and these are tremendlps ethical issues involved with collecting

and then withholding or distributing students.' §corbs. The
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of the mcasure.and its powerfuf reflection of

personality cautions against its use with individuals excirt.

in extraordinarily carefully created circumstances.

However, there are Nlys in which an understanding
11

. of ,ego stages cAn inform cducatcr's judgments. Because ego

stages constitute qualitatively different frames of

reference for coping with life and of making sense of the

7,1d, they almost as a corollary represent distinct 'views

of the meaning and value of education., Figure 10 illustrates

these differences by reproduCing responses of individuals

at different ego levels to the one item on Loevinger's

. sentence completion test for ego.development that deals

explicitly with education. Research (Loevinger, WesSler and

Redmore, 1970, pp. 97-98) shows that at the lower stages

education is' viewed as a thing that ode_gets and then has:

it is what happens at school. At the higher levels education

is something that changes one inwardly, and it is seen as a

continuing process throug ut life:- At all levels eduction

is valued, but ,the source of valise changes with echo level.

At the lowest level it is seen as useful to get a job ( is.

,what we need for getting a job) ; at the conformist level (I-3) 1

it is seen as.one important factor in getting a job and as-

affecting the -dei-irability of work obtained ( is so important

1
M-3 can be read as Stage 3. The "Iw.desigrNetors were
adopted from the work of'Sullivan Grant and Grant, l9574.-

4.
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when looking'for emplownent). At the self-aware (1-3/4). revel

3 i .

it is important for advancement thej_ey to success); at the

conscientious level_ (1-4) it IS also important Apr persona
\-.

growth (is a crucial part of dcw?lopow3nt); at the autonomou's

_..._integratedjevels (1-5, 1-6) education is seen as a help in4

.coping with life's problems, in finding self - fulfillment, and

in understanding oneself and others. It has intrinsic value

(is necessary to enjoy life to its fullest and to gekt the most from one-
self ) .

Even a quick glance at Figure 10 reveals qualitative

differenCes among stage-related perspectives, and also some

of the differences among ego stages in world -view, cognitive

complexity, and salient conerns. looking back at FigUre 9

helps round out the comparison. Somewhere on this chartAire.
. :

1.*

the perspectives of all the actprs -- student9, teachers,
...

,parents, administrators -program director, voters,
ALL__

.

school. cOmmittees, professional associations and

commissioners -of education. What h'appens when these perspec-

tivesclash within a clasproom, office, institution or

policy-making bday? Thes6 perspectives-are not the result.
A
of isolated accidents, so that strong differences of opinion

or approach can be easily accommodated. They are integral

parts'of%one's basic frame of reference, which_ is maintained

by self-reinforcing perceptions. MiScommunicatton is not
A

only highly likely, it is probably patterned in stage-related
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:r 4N1141ways. Americans, for exaple, are known f eir'tremendous

faith in edwation. 'Yet what they have faith.in-and how they

experience its value is strikingly different across ego

levels. To-repeat Loevinger's opinion, the modal stage for

adult Americans is the sel' -aware stage (1-3/4), a transi-

tional stage between conformist and conscientious perspectives.

This is the perspectiie, then, of a large number of educators

and adult students.. Most prominent professional educators

probably reflect a conscientious pei:Spective. The ideal of

life-long leaving taps a view of the development of humn

potential that only begins to be mentioned at 1-4/5, the

transition from a conscientious-to an autonomous orientation.

In other words, goals such as "lifelong learning" or "enhancing,

the quality of, life," or even "q4114ity education," are

acceptable to large numbers of people at.the espoused level,
-

but in practice they are reinterpreted to match one's own'
4

mentality of:perception and action.

One crucial question of interpretation is whether the

differences illustrated in the responses in Figure 10 repre-

sent semantic_quibbling, or the careful explication of a

coherent worldview that is related to 'behavior. Although

. direct evidence is sparce, there is daita,from a large-scale
.

*
organliational program in Curacao where people who score

414rrently on the sentence completiol test also react dif

ently to the same training experiences, in ways that are

"patterned according to .,the dynamics of transition from one .
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ego stageto the next (Lasker, et al., 1974). Look cicvely,

for example, at the diffetence in the'two sets of statements

in Figure 11 concerned with wanting, heeding, and getting

(more education.
r-

The first set of 'statements is ored between the,

self -paoteative.and conformist levels (pelta/3) as a corn-,

.

promise between the self-protective (Delta) view of education

as an external object and the conformist's (I-3) 'uncritical

view that it is immensely important. In this first set of

responses, there is aqdality of wish fulfillment divorced

from responsibility. The second group of statements is

scored at the conscientious (I-4) level because, in addition

to expressing the desire for more education, they imply &

sense of personal choice and responiibility, either for

credting_the opportunIty'for fdrther education*or regret.for-
--,

not having taken advantage of past opportumitis. Still

higher level responses_ indicate that the pertbn is awae

of die need to assume more personal responsibility*for his
amt

.

or. her learning (e.g., is 'a most vital part of our lives; it's a

pity we often .don't realize it until it is too late, I-4/5). These

4--differences, and those in Figure 1D, reflect underlyin7 as-..

sumptione-WlcpPaccount for radically differentresponses

to educational-settings.

Like Perry, Loevinger considers knowillige of ego

stage is equivalent to knoWledge of "a way:in, a way-of

f

understanding where students, are and or.making conscious

cho instructional methods And aoloaches. For exaMple,



FIGURE

4

Statements' About Wanting and Getting More Education

at Conformist and Conscientious Ego Levels

Self - Protejt ive /Conformist

(Delta/3)

Something I never got, but I wish I had an education.

Zs what I twit moat at this Time.

I want to go to high school.

is very. important .because I want to finish it.

Conscientious (I.41)

Wish 2,bad taken advantage of getting a better education.

wish I'wOuId have. ;taken, subjects I could use in raising

my family-and used my time be-tter school..

Is something I thick people sitould do more about\lkstead

atjust think. I should have finished high school

&IIYWay.



adult students at-the conformist stage in ego develbpment

-41-1) usually expect the teacher tb be an authority; they

want structure and are.uncomfortable.with loOse or self -

defined expectations; they are unable to design their own

learning activities unless given help.

'conformist teachers and administratoPs ate of en rule-

they are comfortable in the role of an authority and feel

they should assume it. They give directions, set parameters,
*\,

and generally tell others what to do. They Ore not very

good facilitators of others' learning, when being a facilita-

tor means being &co-equal, partner- who helps someone set

goals, find resources, and aluate results. Conversely,

adult students at the autonomous stage (1-5) are predominantly
U

(

Correspondingly,

d .

concerned with personal uses of knowledge. They tend to value)

learning and ideas for their own sake, apart from their use-

fulnesi in social and-occupational roles. They want to

generate their own ideas and tend to resent lectures, reading

assignmente.and opinions that are imposed by external authority
.

.per-se, without personal mediation. Autonomous teachers and

administrators will often allow others freedoM to 06 point

of frustration; they will be Authoritative Withoiltlessuming

the-role-of authoritiei, and usually see their role as

facilitators as providing experiences and arranging situa-

tions.so that others can exercise initiative and find personal

meanings. These two orientations create very different class-
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room norms, group .dynamics, and interpeco al relationships

between 'teacher and students, and amonlj students,.and generally

employ different instructiona methods. Knowledge of the'per-.

sonality dynamics underlying these different orientations,

together with their predicEable strengths and weaknesses,
fF.

oan.have great practical value, provided this knowledge is

genuine and not superficial.

LASKER'S VIEW OF THE IMPLICATIONS OF. EGO STAGE-FOR ADULT

EDWATION

Harry M., Lasker has applied Loevinger's construct to

adult education, 'speculating about the kinds of -hotives

persons at different ego levels appear to being to educational

experiences and °identifying 'stage-rel4ed approaches to

knowledge, leavning:and teaching.- His conceptions have grown

out of a five-year organization development effort in

CUracao, and also teaching adult students at the Harvard

Graduate School' of Education. Figure 12 summarizes his

and Cynthia de Windt's conceptualization of stage7
4

P

relatelidifferences in definitions oeknowledge;-the uses

andvorigin of knowledge, motives for education,conceptions

of learning process,.teacher and ugudent roles, and' the func-

ton of an- educational institUtion. The'diagramrshows a. pro-k

gression-of views of knowledge fr&n use as a means. to conciete_



in valued social roles,, to know-hcw .!nd competence in work

and social roles, to self-knowledge. The teacher's role

changes from demonstrating and enforcing, to revealing truth

as an authority, to being a role model and evaluator of

students' competencies, to,being a facilitator for students'

emerging levels of insight.- The institution's function

shifts from showing how things should be done, to providing

basic information and certifying the level of internaliza-

tion, to providing opportunities for skill development and

certification, to gostering personally generated insight by

posing questions, highlighting dilemmas, and providing new

experiences. These distinctions are provocative in out-

lining in broad brush strokes some of the major differences

among people and programs in adult education. They are pre-

liminary in that they are supported by an intuitive and

clinical understanding ofhow ego stage dynamics operate

in educational settings, rather than by "hard" empirical

evidence across large numbers of subjects.

Because organizations and educational institutions

are composed of individuals who bring their developmental

stage to work with them, Lasker sees these orientations as

describing the internal logic or system dynamics of institu-

tions or particulit educational programs, as well as the

perspectives of students and teachers within theM. For

example, the instrumental orientation of the self-protective
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Implications of Igo Stage for Adult Education
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stage reflects in a global way.the philosophy behind many

"compensatory education" or manpower training programs;

the other-directed orientation of the conformist stage

describes many programs-of c7-neral education in both high

schools and colleges; the competence-seeking orientation of

the conscientious stage outlineS the salient assumptions of

most professional education and high level vocational train-

ing, including science and -academic work;.and the search for

personal relevance of the autonomous orientation identifies

much avocational learning, and learning related to personal

growth. Here the principle of hierarchical integration

becomes critical; higher stage individuals feel impatient in

learning environments oriented to lower stages, while lower

stage individuals can use a facilitated mode but not to full

advantage.

Interpreting people's motives and concerns in seeking

education is a perennial practitioner's problem. Figure 13

elaborates the'"motives column" of Figure 12, differentiating

motives which Lasker believes, adults bring to education by

virtue of their ego stz-ge orientations.' I have already

mentioned some of these motivations in convection with life

phase; the addition of the concept of ego stage adds further

perspective for understanding how work-related learning and

personal' learning fit differentially into the pattern of

individual lives:



Figure 13

Ego Stage-Related Motives 'for Education in Adulthood

Sta9e
Autonomous work/Car,--Ir

1-5 Second career: (radical break with
past) effdrt to restructure career
on basis of real interests and
personal competencies -- to beams
what one can through work. (to
follow one's interests; to explore
one's possibilities)

Conscientious

1-4 New career branch: development of
new professional competencies by
virtue of new branch in career.

Skill elaboration: deeper training
in an applied skill to increase

AP ones technical proficiency.

Information updating: desire to
current with technical

knowledge in field 'of expertise
(for a heightened sense of per-
sonal competence; out of a
sense of role obligation, guilt)

Conformist

1-3 Credentials: desire to acquire
more credentials (to assure
technical requirements met for
perional advance) (keeping up
with colleagues; boosting sense
of adequacy through acquisition
of credefttial)

Source: LaAker, 1975.

tj 3

4

Personal Life

Intellectual curiosity:
;interpretive) to gain
a better insight into th
meaning of human society
or self.

Self-knowledge: to get
general insight into
self, and why one does
things.

Intellectual curiosity:
(extensive) to extend
existing body of know.- .

ledge,uSe old knowledge.

New skills (hobbies):
the acquisition of new
abilities where the
chief concern is for the
personal satisfaction
in personal competence.

General knpwledqe:
general knowledge ac-
quired to give a better
understanding of how
something works (under-
standing how things
work; counteracting
boredom; impressing
others)



One final aspect of Lasker's work brings up the key

issue of stags change. It is possible to design educational

programs to create stage change in ego development. Lasker

and Victor Pinedo direct Fun - ?ashore Humanas, a training agency

in- Curacao in the Netherlands Antilles which is engaged in

an ongoing five-year organizational development effort working

with over 2000 employees of the island's major corporation.

Initial training groups are'stage-homogeneous and aimed at

personal development; follow-up sessions deal'with team

building. Structured experiential exercises are based on

the microdynamics of moving from,one ego stage to the.next.

Pre- and post-measures, from within 6 months to, a year after

training, seem to show movement of about a half stage. The
rate of change varies by the participants' initial stage:

the transition from self-protective (Delta/3) to conformist

(I-3) seems to be easier to facilitate than the transition

from self-aware (1-3/4) to conscientious these beingti

the two most common stages within the corporation. Initial
data also indicate-that it is possible to change the inter-

personal dynamics and Problem soli:Ping of a work team (Lasker,

et al., 1974, 1975). This data is preliminary, but also

corroborated by clinical observation, participants' self-

imported changes, and observations of personnel managers and
other corporation officials. Thus, knowledge of ego stage
not only can provide a"wayin," but also a map of_*the-way

1
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up," which can be used to facilitate personal and orqaniza-

tionalchange. This possibility, as in Kohlberg's and-Perry's

work, brings with it a hc:1X of ethical dilemmas.

IMPLICATIONS OF DEVELOPMENTAL STATE FOR EDUCATION

As the preceding pages have shown, developmental stage

theories provide'a way to understand the qualitatively different

frames of reference which adults, including educators, bring

to educational settings. They clarify differences in.moti-

vation, cognitive style, conceptions of knowledge, conceptions

of the locus of .responsibility and role relationships involved

in teaching and learning, and differences in affective style

and ways of coping with institutions and persons. They also

provide a map for growth, and some preliminary ideas about-

the nature, directiOn and scope of learning involved in adopt-

ing qualitatively different frames-of reference for experience.

Lasker argues that given an understanding of -stage

.concepts, educators can-choose a "static" or "dynamic" stance

with respect to stage change. In a static program, knowledge

of the interconnected progressions of developmental stage can

be useful in instructional design and in the creation of

challenging and effective .learning environments. There

need be no intention to promote stage change, at least as

a major objective. Programs with a "dynamic" orientation,

JUL1



obviously smaller in number, are consciounly designed to

promote development to the next higher stage along an identi-

fied sequence. This distinction quickly raises the crucial

dilemmas inherent in conceivng of education embedded within

a developmental stage framework. Most adult education is,

and undoubtedly shoUld be, static with respect to the con-

scious promotion of stage change. (Or are educators and social

service agencies merely using other-language and actually

desiring stage change without realizing it?) However, is

not .* "static" educational program a contradiction in terms?

Hearing these distinctions, most of us might want to have

"dyn4mic" programs, yet dOing so involves complex issues of

- ethics, competence and appropriateness. If promoting develop-

mental stage change becomes an educational fad, the results

could be both ludicrous and disastrous.

Here it is informative to examine several theorists'

views on the matter. There is no clear concensus. Perry

sec's an undergraduate liberal arts education as producing

changes in intellectual and ethical frames of reference,

He counsels us to cr- a community to suppOrt students

through the disequilibrium and alienation of these epistemo-

logical shifts, and suggests examining instructional methods

and administrative practices to find ways to amplify this

support. Kohlberg unequivocably advocates the promotion of

moral development through moral discussions and the creation
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of just communities. Howe-ver, h:71 wori.. with adults ha3, ne
1

far, been confined to college undorgraduati,a .and prison in-

mates. Loevinger appears uninterested in educational app :ca-

tions of the construct of eq- del .7 .neat, except as ego

stage illuminates the personality orientation of student:;.

Lasker and Pinedo .of Fundashon Humanas arc using knowledge

of the dynamics of ego development to structure personal growth

experiences and team building exercises in which oric, clear

criteria of success is change in participants' ego stacc.

Thus, stage theories raise inevitable and crucial

questions concerning the purpose and objectives of education.

Their resolution is more, complex than decidinc yes or no

concerning the promotion of stage change. It:.thc-;c7h most

educational rhetoric identifies personal development as an

objective or consequence of education, not everyone would

agree that the objective is to promote the developmental

progressions elaborated by the particular stage theorists.

Conversely, people might agree but interpret the same ideals

in very different terns. This explains many of the arguments

about educational objectives and ways of implemals.ting them

(e.g., why credit for life experiences and concern for aca-

demic standards are crucial issues in external or individualized

degree programs as hidden assumptions concerning roles and

responsibilities, and the source of knowledge and authority

are brought to light).



The question of puronep in r-Ide 3ti1 l more complex

by the fact that !or (71;:ren and young adults change in

developmental stage in an unintended or u.^- understood conse-

quence of formal education. For example, there is accumulating

evidence that f,r mlny un..:ergraduates a college experience

mediates both a change in life phase (18-22, "leaving the

family") and a change in ego stage from roughly a conformist

to a conscientious orientation. Kohlberg (1973) sees college

as a time when privileged upper and middle-'class youth develop

'relativism in moral reasoning, partly as the result of a

moratorium of commitments and a chance to question adult

society before making choices. Perry's (1968) progressions

from basic dualism to relativism to commitment within rela-

tivism were derived from the experience of Harvard undergraduates.

Chickering, in two books, Education and Identity (1969) and

Commuting Students Versus Resident Students (1974), has

explored the role of the undergraduate liberal arts college

in promoting personal development along vectors similar to,.

those elaborated in varic..ls 7'evtL:Icpmental progressions.

However, it is -:.abtful that increased relativism 15

exemplary of the kind of changes that many parents have in

mind when they send their children off to college to "get

ahead' or- so that they will have greater opportunities than

we did.' Prospective students of any age wanting to "get an

education' probably have little idea of its potential internal



consequences. Stage changes make it difficult to "go home

again,' at -least .psychically speaking. This is poignantly

true for members of minority. groups for whom there is the

strain of double perspectives and loyalties. Native American

professionals, for example, _find it'Wficult to return to

a reservation community after "completing" their education.

Although these double loyalties reflect culture as well as

developmental stage, if one's stage is a basic frame of

reference for experiencing, then changes,in that frame of

reference have a profound impact'on individual's lives.

If there are unintended effects for undergraduates

in one life phase, what are the effects on the increasing

number-of adults in other life phases who are returning to

school, or newly enrolling'in college programs? IYo adults.

'-
beginning a liberal arts education at 40 go through Perry's

progressions? Where are they likely to begin? Do adults

without college experience also make these epistemological

shifts, just as a result of living longer and learning from

experience? What happens internally to adults who are acquir-

ing a GED, or who,- after years of working, decide to study

guitar or photography? Do educational opportunities, both

- formal and .informal, provide opportunities to expldre dis-

,equilibrium and make--new personality integrations? We-have

.little information about the scope, quality or magnitude of
A

the changes in adults' lives which might be traced to, or

influenced by, education. 1 6d
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cation (e.g., external
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of nontraditional 'study in higher edu

degrees, credit for life assessment,

individualized courses of study).would seem to provide unique

opportunities for adults to integrate past life experience

and present work experience with both academic study and

personal growth. Mentors at Empire State College, a non-

traditional alternative college of the State University Of

New York, reiibrt.that many adult students undergo-remarkable

personal changes in the course of seeking a degree; some of

these seem to follow the pattern of life phase transitions,
**,

others seem clearly related to ego stage. It is reasonable

to assume that new personality integrations accompany, an

adult's investment in learning and that some of theie changes

are changes in developmental stage, but we.have very little

empirical evidence to support this claim.

It still remains for. us to define the purposeS of

edbc_ation for adults. Kohlberg and Mayer (1972) identify

three strategies for formulating 'educational objectives:

the "bag of virtues" or "desirable. trait" strategy; which

attempts to create psyenically healthy people and is linked

to what they see a-s a romantic educational ideology; the

"industrial psychology" or "prediction of success" school,

G%%

which aims at developing skills and abilities that bring status

in the social system and is linked to an educational ideology

of cultural transmission; and a "deyelopmental philosophic"

strategy, which is linked to Dewey.'s progressive ideology
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and the empirical sequences of development idtntified in .-:,

this chapter. I see-these three stances as being broadly

stage-related; the "bag of virtue's" corresponding to a.cosri--_

form st orientation, the "su-!cess" school to a conscienti4out

orien ation, and the "developmental" view to an autonomous

orientation, which again brings us back to developmental
,

stage as a pervasive frame of reference for setting gOals

and guiding behavior. Kohlberg and Mayer :argue that develop-

went should .be the aiIgof education. Who should make such

a decision, and by what process -- especially for other

adults? Whodoes make it? What is the appropriate balance

between helping others, insisting on individual responsibility,

and promoting the collective good?

It is possible that individuals' and society's choices

may.conflict. Society needs, individuals who can cope with

a world of uncertainty, rapid change, and global interrelation-

ships, which in terms of developmental stage means people at

,the higher stages. But this same perfpective goes beyond

society, taking a critical and relative perspective on

society's rules. It is probably difficult for a democratic,

egalitarian society to choose to foster a level of development

higher than the modal stage of tlie majority of its people.

Plato's Republic attempts to resolve this difficulty, but

Platd's resolution has little relevance for-a society with
8

individualistic, egalitarian values and a decentralized edu-
P

cation and social service system. We are left sorting through

111



the interconnectedness of individual,4'institucional and
_

cultural charige, mindful that education plays a midwife'S

role present at the birth but in no way in control of

'the outcome.,

Thus, there are many unresolved, dilemmas;_ccfncerning

the implications ,of developmental stage- theories for adult

0

education. Here restate only a few:

Are higher stages better? If so; along what

dimensions?

- Should education consciously promote movement along

. the stage 'sequences identified by various tlieorists?

- What are the ethical implications of consciously

promoting stage changes(e.g., under what conditions

is it ethical for prison officials and cial _

scientists to try to "develop" inmates out of a

self-protected, instrumental exchange orientation

into good-boy, good-girl conformity? Is it

appropriate for instructors in an adult degree

program tc design a sequence of assignments leading

students to relativism?).

- Is development along stage sequences an unintended

consequence or byproduct of formal -education foz,

adults?
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- HowCan there be 'truth in advertising'! or..

vidual responsibility when. theory-I:A-edicts

that people's understanding of educational goals
...

I .- -
. .

will' be. assimilates' to their own stage-,determifted
f

, .
-,

(or, more accurately, stage-related) frame of

refeenCe7

7 More than life phase theories,, stage theoqes can

.be used for the value -laden labelling of otheis.
/

Can this be presented if the ideas gain wTdespread

use? .
. r

. ... .

..-,
--,,..

- Given the probable relationships between develop-

mental stage, social class and level of fOrmal

education, is there any guarantee that stage

sequences are not merely deScriptiv6 labels of

the privileged who advocate education over courses

of action which would alter basic social and economic

injustices which set ceilings on individual '.develop-

ment?

What about people whose cognitive abilities limit

their development in other dimensions?.'lf develop-
,.

ment along identified stage sequences becomes

normative, we may .fail to recognize other dimensions

of individual worth.
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These questions are not unique to the application of

developmental stage theory to education. The same questions

can be asked with respect to the uses and abuses of intelli-

gence testing, or other applications of social science for

socially.s'anctioned ends., As with concepts of life cycle
,..

\. ,

4
.

.

ransitions, knowledge of stage progressions aids personal ,

understanding
t

,and,is a useful backdrop to teaching,

counseling, and instructional design. Institutionalized

responses on a large scale, however,4 are fraught with,diffi-

culties, including the difficulty tliba no response,is also

a response, and carries concomitant responsibility.
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CHAPTER IV

THE DOMAIN OF LEARNING STYLE

The dimension of learning style, or cognitive style, con-
.

stitutes yet a third way of conceptualizing differences in

adults;as learners. The word style bringt to mind ideai of

preferences and predilectiOns, and one's own distinctive,

habitual, or characteristic ways of doing things. That is

its meaning in this context. A learning style is a func-

tional preference for how to learn. The word type is almost.

synonymous with style. People with different learning styles

.constitute different types of learners.

Learning styles are usually defined in terms that are

either primarilcognitive,,or behavioral, or primarily atom-
,/

istic_or global. A plethora of research identifies various

combinations of cognitive strengths and abilities; 'Figure 14
a

for example, describes nine cognitive styles identified by

--Messick (in Wittrock and Wiley, 1970)-from a substantial re-

searck literature. Each of these, as Nathan /Cogan points

out tin Lesser, 1971), has implications for instruction-.

Some,-sliCh as cognitive complexity versus simplicity, are

probably embeddeckin developmental' stage sequences as well

as reflecting stylistic differences among individuals. Also

belonging in this classification is Joseph Hill's work on



FIGURE 14

Nine Cognitive Styles

104.

(1) Field independence vs. field dependence:_, an analyti=
eax, in contrast to a global, way of perceiving (which) entails
a tendency to experience items as discrete from their back-
grounds and reflects abilia..y to overcome the influence of an
e mbeddingrcontext.

(2) Scanning: a dimension of individual differences in
the extensiveness and intensity of attention deployment, lead-
ing to individual variations in the vividness of experience
and the span of awareness.

(3) Breadth of categorizing: consistent preferences for
broad inclusiveness, as opposed to narrow exclusiveness, in
e stablishing the acceptable range for specified categories.

(4) Conceptualizing styles: indiVidual differences in
the tendency to categorize perceived similarities and differ-
ences among stimuli in terms of many differentiated concepts,
which is a dimension called conceptual differentiation, as

as consistencies in the utilization of particular con- -

cdOtualizing approaches as bases for forming concepts (such
as the routine use in concept formation of thematic or func-
tional relations among stimuli as opposed to the analysis of
descriptive attributes or the inference of class membership).

(5) Cognitive complexity vs. simplicity: individual
differences in the tendency to construe the world, and par-
ticularly the world of social behavior, in a multidirfiensional
and discriminating way.

(6) Reflectiveness vs. impulsivity: .individual consis-
tencies in the speed with which hypotheses are selected and
information processed, with impulsive subjects tending to
offer the first ,answer that occurs to them, even though it
is frequently incorrect, and reflective subjects tending to
ponder various peAsittilities before deciding.

(7) Levelizig vs. sharpening: reliable individual var- .

iations in assimilation-in memory. Subjects at the leveling-
extreme tend'to blur similar memories and to merge perceived
objects or- events with similar but not identical events re-
called from previous cxeerience. Sharpeners at the other
extreme,are less p.g...3ne to confuse similar objects and, by
contrast, may even judge the present to be less similar to
the past than is actually the case.

0): Constricted vs. flexible control: individual dif-
ferences in susceptibility to distraction and cognitive in-

_ terference.
(9) Tolerance for incongruous or unrealistic experiences:

a dimehsion of differential willingness to accept perceptions
at variance with conventional experience.
Source: Santutl Messick, "The Criterion Problem in the Eval-
uation of Instruction: Assessing Possible, Not Just Intended,
Outcomes," in Wittrock and Wiley (eds)4 .11970.

1.6
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cognitive style mapping. These.formulations.of'c.ognitive style,

with the exception of Hill's, are atomistic in-their concentra-

tion on single traits and abilities and their lack of connec-

tion to a holistic theory that purports to encompass the major

functional modes of learning.

In"contrast, David Kolb and his associates have developed

a global measure of learning style based on Kurt Lewin's

cycle of experiential learning. This concept of learning

style is more behavioral in nature, as is Ian Mitroff's use

of Jung's theory of petsonality types to identify functional

style.s of problem solving. The contrast Iftween ideas

and Jung's represeqts the two extremes of this domain.

Style differences are usually considered to be value

neutral. That'is, there is no basis for saying that one

style is'better than another in a normative sense, or that

any one styleirepresents greater developmental complexity.

People simply have different constellations of functional

preferences.;:andzbilities. Each style has strengthi and

limits, which are more or less appropriate in particular sit-

uations, or for solving particular kinds of problems. One's

characteristic cognitive or learning style does not chahg

much over time; whei it does,' it is usually conceived of as

the result of a dialectical process. One broadens and deepgns

one's natural style to include other styles, particularly

those with opposite strengths.
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INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF STAGE, PHASE AND STYLE

ar
It-is helpful to define the characteristics of the domain

of learning style in opposition to the basic characteristics

of developmental stage am' life phase. In contrast to life

'phase, learning styles are generally indifferent to time-

related, or life course ptrspectives. In contrast to stage

theories, although learning styles represent interrelated

patterns of.behavior, perception and cognition ( "structured

wholes") , they in no way conceived of as part of an in-
)

variant or hierarchically integrated sequence. Differences

among styles are not as basic to personality and character

as the qualitative differences in mental structures ascribed

tai developmental stages; style differences are a matter of

degree, not of kind (for example, how central action is to

one's mode of learning as opposed to reflection; we all have

-some minimal ability to act and to,reflect on actions).

Statements about the interrelationships among stage,

phase and style can only be speculative at this point.

Broadly construed,. learning style is probably independent of

one's life phase and Lndirectly related to the woridview of

one's developmental stage.. Basic learning style preferences

probably remain consistent, from childhood to adulthood,

although they may be expanded or deepened over time, par-

ticularly as a result of change in developmental stage. An

1

i.
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'ego stage probably contains embedded within it preferences for

certain styles of learning over others. Although this is spec-

ulative, there is probably a weak correlation between learning

style as Kolb defines it and ego stage as Loevinger defines

-and measures it. Thus, people with different learning styles

might-be said to represent subtypes of learners within the

-broader cognitive and personality organizations of developmental

stage. In other words, whereas one's developmental, stage dic-

tates broad patterns of motivation and assumptions about

knowledge, one's learning style represents specific patterns

of preference and predilection within it. A change in stage

_probably also involires an elaboration of learning style, and
ti

new, areas of emphasis. A change in life phase signals the

changing issues or tastes to which one's coping and learning

abilities are addressed.

As an analytical domain, learning style taps a dimension

of individual differences that is missed or obscured by the

other two perspectives. Additionally, the idea of style adds

complexity to the conceptual framework as a whole. We can

theoretically hold any one of the three domains constant and

then trace successive changes in the other two. Addihg style

as an-analytical domain presents the possibility-of sorting

data and theory in three different ways.

Figure 15, represents a way of conceptualizing the in-

terrelationships of these three/dimensions. Time is repre-

,J
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.sented horizontally across the top of the chart, divided into

life phases. Developmental stage forms the vertical dimension.

The solid arrows show potential trajectories of growth; the

double-line arrow shows the life path of most adults in our

society. Broken arrows represent adults functioning below

conventional levels, Which for most people is probably dys-

functional at least in some ways in our society. Because ego

stage-, is broadly correlated with social class and with edu-

cational level, the broken trajectory can be interpreted as

an indictment of society's failure to provide all idultS with

opportunities to fulfill their potential. The growth tra-

jectory shows a fan-shaped potential, which is all too often,

in my opinion,- flattened into linear reality. Learning style

appears on the chart in the third dimensional characteristics

of individual arrows; for example, whether-a person negotiates

stage and phasesransitions in a manner which is field

independent versus field dependent, or shows the characteristics

Of a converger versus a diverger, or those of an alogical

risk-taker rather than a careful thinker.

Learning style typologies often seem simplistic in

comparison with the elaborate formulations and scoring systems

of developmental stages. However, they have the virtue of

easier classification and measurement, and of a. more direct

relationship to the world of work and formal education.

Different occupational specializations and academic disci-
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The Growth Trajectory of Phase, Stage and Stylel

Lin PHASE
Leaving the

Family

Age 15

Integrated

Stage 6.

Conscience or

principled

orientation

Autonomous

Stage 5.

Contractual

legalistic

orientation

Getting into Settling Down Kid-life . Restabilization
the Adult World

Transition MellowiN

40 SO
20 30

Life

Review

60 79

46 4" 44)4 4" ',
t 01..Q 6e \?,

4ei
1

444?

,

46

Conscientious

Stage 4.

Authority &

social order

orientation

Conformist

Stage 3.

Social rules

aiyearance

orientation

Kodal St

American

Self-Protective

Stage 2.

Instrumental

orientation

Impulsive j
Stage 1.

Obedience &

punishment

orientation

MINOM MINIM IINNEINIA 011.4 OOP..*MOWN

ingnI11.18.

lige for

adults

1. 'Phase, Stage and Style designations on this chart. are Rarely illustrative. The life phase design Ini
are Levinson's, for the most part; stage names are Loevingses (underlined) and kohPierg's. The arrow.,relationships shown are hypothetical; we do not have data to be more predate.
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plines reflect different learning styles. Because tne!)con-

-cept is normatively neutral, the idea is less threatening

and more immediately acceptable for application. Style dif-

ferences are usually closer to .behavior, and are directly
41,

relevant to career choices and academic satisfaction; the

concept, therefore, has more direct usefulness.

I have defined the construct of learning style in a

manner that is more epistemologically eclectic than I have

for stage and phase. This is to allow inclusion of the

multitude'of ideas about people's traits as learners that

do Ts.t share the philosophic and academic tradition of most

phase and stage theorists. In a wax, style is a catchall

category, where if a trait or ability or a global descrip-

tion of one's orientation seems to affect learning we want

to investigate more closely. This inclusiveness is apparent

in the next section of. this paper which reviews briefly the

work of Joseph Hill, David Kolb, and Ian Mitroff's use of.

Jung's theory of personality types.

HILL'S APPROACH TO COGNITIVE STYLE MAPPING

Hill seelltognitive style from the viewpoint of an

educational scientist trying to make possible personalized

education (Hill and Nunney, 1971 and 1975). .He divides

cognitive style into' four sciences," each of which reflects



a di erent aspect of an individual's cognitive process in

making meaning from experience: (1) symbol comprehension,

which includes fifteen variables involving differential abil-

ity to derive meaning from sense perceptions and social-sit-

uations as well as from language and numbers; (2) cultural

determinants of the meaning of symbols, in wliiCh family,

associates, and self are seen as agents which modify symbolic
.

meanxng; (3) modaiities of inference; which include differ-

ential reliance on assessments of magnitude, difference,

relationship, appraisal and deduction; and (4) memory,

including its physiological base. Hill has not developed a

typology of cognitive styles'per se; rather, a cognitive map

shows an individual's unique configuration of the traits

identified by the scheme.

Cognitive style mapping is based on an extensive battery

of computerized tests which yield an individual diagnosis

(cognitive map) and, in schools or colleges equipped for it,

a prescription for individualized instruction based on

students' cognitive strengths. The chief drawback of* indi-

vidualization within this system is that it involves the-

specification of alternative methods of instruction for pre-

deteimined course content (e.g. whether a student learns

best through lectures, discussion groups with and without

faculty present, peer tutoring, programmed-instruction); it

is more difficultto interpret the significance of the
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information in an individual's cognitive map to a learning

situation where goals are personally selected and include

personal development.

Hill's approach fits within the domain of learning

style proposed here because he sees the components of cog-

nitive style as value neutral functional strengths and pre-

ferencesi Compared to other theorists, this approach is

much more specific wkth regard to the intricacies of cogni-

tive functioning, but unidimensional in that it deals with

cognitive traits (not, for example, with behavior or

affective coping styles of "getting to" and "getting through"
I

an institution of learning). The scheme does not place

cognitive traits and abilities in a larger deve4pmental

framewc)rk of character or personalitl organization, (the

analytical function of developmental stage), nor does it show

the function of education with respect to important tasks and

concerns throughout the life course (the analytic function

of life phase). Compared to Kolb and Jung, the other style

theorists, I have placed in this domain, Hill's concept is

complexly elaborated within dimensions whose application

seems limited to formal educational settings.

However, this limitation brings practical utility.

Hill's research tends to show that matching the cognitive

styles of junior college students with forms of-instruction

helps students master course content,"particularly students
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who are unlikely to succeed with traditional forms of in-

stiuction. Other research has identif -ied collective cogni-

,tive styles for educational administrator's (Zussman, -1968),

"successful" teachers (Dehnke, 1966), and for students with

positive and negative attitudes toward school (Blanzy,-1970).

SAmilarity"ofcognitive'style is also related to favorable

evaluation of teachers by administrators (DeLoach, 1969),

of teachers by:students (Blanzy>1970; Schroeder, 1969), and

of students by teachers-(Wasser, 1969; Schoeder, 1969; and

Fragale, 1969). Individuals' cognitive style apparently in-
- fs.

fluences their styles of counseling, teaching, and admihis-

tration; for example, tile degree of match between supewisor

and subordinates. in an administrative unit has been found to
0

tact as a variable in predicting conflict in mutual role expec--.

tations (EilieWnan, 1973). These studiei were carried out

mainly in elementary and secondary schools, but the results

should be applicable in other settings. Hill's measure

apparently taps ..importantdimensions of individual's styles

-of functioning in educational institutions.

KOLB'S APPLIED THEORY OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Kolb's concept of learning style is based on Lewin's

four-stage cycle of experiential learning. In this cycle,

(see Figure 16) there are four basic modes of learning:



throiigh concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract

conceptualization, and active experimentation. Immediate

concrete experience stimulates reflection and observation.

One's observations are then assimilated into "theories" or

generalizations. These genaralizations are then used as
4 -guides in acting to create new experience; and so on through the.

cycle. To be effective as a learner or problem-solver, a

person needs all four abilities, yet they represent two sets

of polar opposites, and require continual choices in de-

termining which abilities to bring to bear in any one situ-

ation. One dimension poses a tension between abstractness

and concreteness, between specific and wholeheartedinvolve-

ment in an immediate situation and analytic detachment. The

other dimension posits a. clash between reflection and action,

each of which tends to inhibit the other as one goes back

and forth between the roles of actor and observer (Kolb,

1974). As Kolb and his associates define it, a person's

learning style involves a predominant emphasi,on one or

several of these 'four modes. Research with a self-report

measure,called the learning style inventory. shows that many

people's preferred ways of learning fall into one of four

quadrants, giving rise to a learning style typology with

four types'of learners: accommodators, assimilators, di-
,

vergers and convergers. Figure 16 ascribes the major

characteristics-bf each pure type. Note that each type
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FIGURE 16

Learning Styles Within the' Experiential Learning .Cycle

Accom6dators

risk taking, adaptation;
carrying out plans and
experiments

A.c.:..ive Experimentation

Convergers

concrete

Experience

-practical applicIliton of
ideas; emotional distance.

2
Diverger

imagination, emotion,
the ability to see a
gestalt from many per--
spectives, to organize

relationships

Reflective Observation

Assimilators.

inductive reasoning,

model buildingllogic,

precision, theor

Abstract

Conceptualization

Nonformal

Learning

Formal Learning
ihr

1
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combines adjacent points on the cycle; divergers, for eample,
11ftli

have high preferences for concrete experience and reflqctive

observation.

Kolb has applied these concepts largely to the fields of

occupational socialization, career development, and management

education. He has found. that people's undergzadua=e majors

tend to correlate with their learning style scores on his

measure and'that people's happiness within an :iccupation or

discipline can depend upon the match between their faVored

modes of learning _and those required by their w':rk (Kolb and
1

Goldman, 1973). A study comparing the career pLan and'

learning-styles of undergraduates, for example, revealed that

where there is a mismatch of an individual's learning styler

and the learning stylrequired br the discipline, students

tend to take more courses outside 'f their 'major -area of con-

.centration, to be less committed to continuing study within

the discipline, and more likely to be considering careers in

some other field. Persons, who choose different career paths

in the same.field (e.g. academic medicine, private medicine,

public health); apparently have different characteristic .

learning styles and also use different sources of influence

and -information in making their decisions (Plovnick,1974).

Divergers tend to identify with persons they know and like;

assimilators tend to be persuaded by the academic content and

nature ofthe...work.
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Learning style is important in organizational communi-

cation and problem solving. A study of the members of dif-

ferent functional units within a single corporation showed

that each group tended to have a characteristic-learning

style, reflecting its organizational task: marketi

L
g managers

tended to be accommodators; engineers tended to be nvergers;

personnel managers tended to be divergers; and researchers

tended to be assimilators. Communication across organiza-

tional units was.more effective when unit managers had some

mastery of the othets' learning styles.

Bow are learning styles acquired or developed? Kolb and

Fry (1974) hypothesize that in adolescence and early adulthood

people's career choices (e.g. the choice of college versus

trade apprenticeship, or the choice of academic specialtie )

4 accentuate an existing specialization of preferred modes of

learning. In adulthood there tends to be a closer and closer

match between an individual's characteristic learning style

and environmental demands; this is true because of self-

selection, and also because working environments tend to

socialize people to fit them. In building a career, people

tend to accentuate more and more their specialiAtionS.;for

.some,,changing careers or reorientation at mid-life or during

other life phase transitions provides an opportunity to re-

assert nondominant modes of learning and acquire a more highly
iintegrated and effective style of learning. Lasker's hypo-

Id"

IF
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thesis (1973) 1.; t...at a stage change may also result in a

shift, or greater integration, in learning style:

One immediate application of this concept is in instruc-

tional design and evaluation. Kolb and Fry have found that

students with different learning styles respond differentially

to various methods of instruction (e.g....lectures, required

readings, exams, peer disclrsion, self-diagnosis, role plays)

and also to the amount oh structure, or lack of structure,

provided by instructors and emphasis on task versus process

orientation. For example, reproduced below are the results of

a survey of over onehundred student's who had completed the

same introductory course on hAlitan factors in management:

Accomodators foundthe classroom sessi%.ons most
helpful (contributedamost to their learning from:the
course) because of its lack of structure, high amount
of peer-interaction, and lack of any authority figure;
Assimilators least preferred the course in general. be-
cause of the classroom emphasis but.did find those ac-
tivities requiring some conformity-to directions or
rules helpful as well as assigned readings and theory
-inputs; Divergers reported the open-ended, unstructured
homework papers and self - diagnostic activities to be
helpful and least preferred freer interactions in class
and course -requirements (e.g. number of required papers,
deadlines); Convergers found instructor/expert inputs and
reading linking classroom activities to the 'real world'
helpful and least preferred open-ended peer discussions
and group autonomy. Although far from conclusive or dr

generalizable e:3Fut person-environment interactions,
these data point to the need for a more specific, micro-
level analysis of environmental factors: !.It would not
have sufficed in this case to have asked students to
evalUate the 'seminar format' br the 'experiential mode'of teaching. At this level of environmentalanalysis,
most everyone liked it, but for different reasons. Di-7
vergers like the.opportunity'to watch and learn from -i.
Convergers4liked the discussions relaXing it to the bus-}
iness world; Accomodators preferred the interactive,
autonomous nature of the sessions; and Assimilators liked



the role plays. Similarly in other surveys, we have found
that although both Divergers and Assimilators prefer lec-
tures, i.t)is prdbably for different reasons. Both are
comfortable in more passive, reflective situations but
Divergers seem to be -reacting most to the lecturer as a
person (they also prefer faculty conferences, talks by
experts and faculty feedback on papers) while the As-
similators seem to be reacting to the presence of an
authority figure per se (they also prefer assigned read-
ings, exams, and b.ing given a task). The fact that
such,data is highly interpretive only convinces us that
superficial definition of environmental factors is mean-
ingless. There neeas to be a systematic exploration of
how learners see situations. It is not enough to know
that a lecture or lecturer was helplul or not We need
to -know why. Only, then can we begin to understand the
person-environment interface.

(Kolb and Fry, 1974, -pp. 33-34).

My own experience using Kolb's Learning Style Inventory sup-
.

ports the conclusion that students respond to various aspects of

the same course differentially on the basis of learning style.

They also tend-to-choose courses it which the instructor's style

matches theirs. Whether an instructor tries to choose methods

congrmpnt with students' characteristic learning styles or expose)/

them to new modes required by a task or discipline depends ideally

on the students' goals and the instructor's conceptualization of

what will ultimately be more helpful. The diversity of learning

styles in'any one group of adults dispels the notion that one

method should "do the trick" for everybody. Given a diverse group,

a reasonable' approach would be.to.employ multiple instructional

methods and provide some comfort and challenge for each type.of

learner.

On the level of program design, Kolb's.typology can be

used to identify the kinds of learning skills needed for suc-

cess in a task or occupation. Kolb reports that the ability

to design as it is seen by faculty at graduate schools of
1. 32
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architecture apparently involves both convergent skills (e.g.

deductive problem solving within constraints, solutions ex-

pressed in practical `terms) and divergent skills (e.g. creative

or inductive thiAking, ability tb envision larger entities

or a total "gestalt" from a subpart). A training program for

architecture students would do well to take this into account,

helping students who have convergent styles acquire the oppo-

site skills of divergers, and vice versa.

In this analysis, it becomes important to distinguish

between what a learner likes or prefers and what he or she

needs, for either professional or,personal development.

Adults ten to be more comfortable in learning_ environments

that reflect their established styles; they often need ex-.

periences that help them integrate the strengths of less

preferred or-least dominant learning styles. Thus, to

foster development in someone's learning style, instructional
S

methods might be chosen to either match, or to supportively

mismatch, individual predilections.

Formal education, particularly higher education, usually

operates only in the bottom _diagonal of Kolb's experiential

learning cycle (set, Figure 16). Informal learning, avocational

learning, and on-the-job training or "education in the school

of hard knocks" tends to operate in the top diagonal. The

mechanisms of non traditional education-- work/study, part-time

study, external degrees, credit for life experiences, indi-
..
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vidual learning contracts--move toward including all points

on the learning cycle, as does professional education in

- 'areas of application like teaching and social work where

academic learning is coupled with supervised clinical or

practicum experiences. The movement toward competency-based

education addresses itself to a perceived mismatch between

formal requirements _for certification and actual experiences

that contribute to competence. In planning education on both

the macro (national) level and micro levels (program or class)

we might do well to take the entire learning cycle into-

account.

PROBLEM SOLVING ANDING'S PERSONALITY TYPES

Like Lewin in his cycle of experiential learning, Jung

.(Pordham, 1956) believes that we use four basic.functions to

Orient ourselies to the world (and also to our inner world).

These are thinking, by which we give meaning and understanding,

make decisions and come to conclusions; feeling, which in-

volves valuing, '.neighing anC discriminating; sensatie which

is sense perception; and intuition, which include-

of realities not known to consciousness, an openr

sibilities and to the workings of the unconscious.

functions of thinking and feeling are rdtional;.the functions

of sensation and intuition, irrational. People tend to
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emphasize one.of those functions, and they do this differ-

entially, depending on whether they are basically introv,.rtoi

or extroverted, another of Jung's distinctions.

A person's habitual reaction constitutes a personality

type. Jung believes that there are no pure types, given the

irreducibility of human nature to simple classification.

However, the concept of types has great value as an aid to

understanding personal relations and education. That is,

people just 'work' differently; if they react differently

to situations, it is not necessarily because they are stub-

born, or unhappy or obtuse. They may merely have different

functional modeowof operating. This seems basic and quite

useful for teachers of adults.

Jung sees mental health as dependent on the neglected

functions. Most people use one function; more complicated

people use two,, highly differentiated personalities use three;

and including the fourth belongs to what he calls the indi-

viduation process, the reconciliation of the opposing trends

of one's nature. This dialectical notion parallels observa-

tions of the growth process made by phase and stage theorists.

For example, at the mid-life transition Levinson's work shows

that many men begin exploring areas of self previously given

no place in their life structure; acknowledging and exploring

inner conflict and attempting to reconcile opposing inner

tendencies, is characteristic of autonomous and integrated,

V
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stag:. in Loevinger's scheme of ego development.

Ian Mitroff'(1976) has. adopted Jung's framework as a

basis for advocating a .dialectical approach to management

training and organizational problem solving. The parallels

between his work and Kolb's are striking in this regard. He

Speculates that there are four types of organizational prob-

lem solvers, each combining adjacent functions on Jung's

cycles: NT (intuition/thinking), NF (intuition/feeling),

SF (sensation/feeling)and ST (sensation/thinking). Figure 17'

illustrates this conceptualization.

Mitroff's four types of organizational problem solvers

differ from Kolb's four-styles of experiential learners in

that the four dimensions have different roots. Kolb's

typologYfstays in the behavioral domain, reflecting its

origins in Lewin, while Mitroff's formulation has an internal,

psychoanalytic emphasis, reflecting Jung.

The problem for organizational effectiveness arises

because, according to Jung, people can do well on one end of

each of the two dimensions in Figure 17 but not on the other

end and not on both ends simultaneously. In other words,

people tend to develop a strong preference for one function

and as a result tend to have well developed skills and

abilities on only one end of each dimension. The implementa-

tion of ideas and policies looks different depending on one's.
%

personality type: scientists tend to have a-perspective that
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Jungian Dimensions of Mental Functioning as Problem Solving Types $. A ,

ST.

SENSATION (S)
.

) careful (risk ivoider)

) concerned with parts.& details
) lives in present

) .specialist (5) factual
) precise

(7) concrete
).realist

) likes to develop
a single idea in depth

) likes specificity and authority
) practical (12) conventional
) restrained (14) placid, controlled

.N
THINK IT)

,

,

(1) logical
4,

O, (2) analytical
(3). scieptific

(4,) dispassionate
(5) call.

(6) impersonal
(7) concerned with matters of truth (true/false) NT(8) unconcerned with people's feelings
(9),-theoretical

(10) concerned with rationality
,

(11) ,concerned withell
encompassing scier!tific theories

SF

INTUITION (N)

arrisk-taker (2) generalist

(3) concerned with whole picture:
(4) lives 'in future,

(5) hypothetical (6) global
(7). speculative

(8),idealist
(9) inventive, (10) likes to
produce many alternative ideas

'(11) unconventional

(12) restrairled

(13) bold, daring (14) likes gen-
erality and freedom'

FEELING (F)

(1) alogical
neither logical,nor illogical)

(2) poetic
'----TYT artistic--

(4) passionate
(5) warm

(6) personal
(7) atheoretical

(8) concerned with matters of ethics (good/bad)
(9), concerned with people's feelings

(10) concerned with justice
Ill) concerned with uniqueness and individuality of

all things

Source: Mitroff, 1976.
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combines sensation with thinking (ST), while managers' per-

spectives usually fall in the opposite quadraht combining

intuit...ion with feeling (NT). Mitroff uses this idea to ex-

plain why management scientists tend to have very different

ideas about organizational 1,roblem solving than their top,

management clients. This is especially.so beCause he sees

policy implementation as a process in which one mind attempts

to influence another to adopt its 'model of reality. Mitroff

maintains that problem solving is most effective, when all four

functional modes are employed in dialectical fashion. He

advocates a kind of management training_that-facilitates the

emergence of all four orientations, gnd gives managers prac-

tical skills in.each mode. Ho'ha's developed successful

.-training programs for managers ,base44 on these assumptions.

IMPLICATIONS OF LEARNING. STYLE FOR EDUCATION

Of the three domains, learning style theories have the
most direct application to the design of instruction and the

least relevance to largerjife issues: The uses already made'

of Kolb's and Hill's work are illustrative in this regard,

whether the goal is prescribing differential paths to mastery

learning for young adults who might otherwise not succeed in .-
college courses, or the construction of learning'environments
that are deliberately rich along the forr dimensions of the
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the experiential learning cycle:
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cognitively, behaviorally,

perceptually, and affective114.g Learning style theories .give

specificity to the concept of learning as an interactive.

process betireen an adult and an instructional, or experiential,

environment_ Knowledge of the learnin, style biases of stu-

dents, faculty, and subject matter facilitates careful at-

tention to the components of course design and evaluation.

Instructors can be more effective if they are aware of the

'learning-style biases embedded in their teaching, methods as

well as their dliciplines, and of students' differential

reactions by-learning or-cognitive stIce. This holds for

_folk dance and auto mechanics aswellas management develop-
.

The preceding paragraph is not meant to imply that

learning, is unrelated to personal development. Kolb

and Fry (1974) describe the acquisition, specialization and

integration of learning styles in Piagetian language as'
41

adaptive processes of increasing complexity and relativism.

Thus, there are important processes of personal growth as-

sodiated with the four modes of experiential learning. These

proces4es have parallels'in developmental stage sequences. and

clear_,relevance to life ph-ase transitions. Jung'scontention

that more complex personalities-successfully employ two,

three or-four mental functions -rathdr than only one. also has

relevance for personal 'development. The hypothesis of

1%4 0
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develOpmentl tage iheOri ts,that cognitive developmetit
a necessark although not sufficient condition for growth ii

other areas argues the relevance for personal development
of even trait-oriented formulations of cognitive style.
Because social concensus places the development of abilitie
to learn ...squarely within -the province of education, this
aspect of personal, development is legitimately an educator'
business. 4,

Although learning style is the least problematic qf th
three domains, a change-in5one° learning style is not a
trivial occurrence. ?For exam e, Carolyn Kegan who teaches
a "learning to learn" seminar.-for, adult students at Clark
-University describes the process in these terms:

. . if I really want to attempt some dialecti-
cal,resolution of my learning style,'diverger toconverger, ampoing to confront any Oppositeand if I am not just Intellectualizing and labeling
my experience then that initial experience of otherusually scares or angers me. Mitroff's idea isinteresting but the dialectical reconcillatioA of-the interplay of opposites is a big project. Firstof all my learning style, diverger, intuitive think=ing, is a quality about the way.I incorporate allexperience, learn, and it runs through everyth7.
It is not a word, it is a rhythm of being and inthe realm of experience that confronts SPIRIT. Nowto change the fundamental quality of spirit, whichis possible, is a ferocious mar, with one's habitualway of being.

Knowledge of learning style theories can be useful-to'
adult students. .Knowing one's strengths and the modes that
one habitually neglects can make learning a more conscious
activity The theories can provide conceptual labels to

141
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guide choices of courses or instructional methods,and can be

aids in understanding one%s reaction to various approaches.

With this added increment of self-knowledge, people then

have the choice of.emphasizing their strengths or trying to

develop new skills and abilities. This is particularly im-

portant if the goal is self-directed learning, or-the mode

of instruction requires self- direction. Knowledge of learning

styles can legitimize nOnformal learning, and can help people

become 'comfortab±e- with their own characteristics as -learners

For example, administrators or governmental program

offiders returning to universities for mid-career master's

degrees in public administration are predictably disoriented

by the assimilative character of most programs in contrast

to the adcorpmodative mode -((olb's terms) of learning in which

they have become proficient through theexecution of their

daily responsibilities. They tend to expect themselves to

be as competent in the unaccustomed academic style as they

are on the job; it relieves anxiety if they see their dis-

,orientation as due,..at least in part, to differences inrY.earn-

ing style and not absolute competence. Knowledge of learning

style can thus add sOkcificity to learner- centered reform,

a current catchword in higher education.

Knowledge of the learning style bias of various instruc-
tional methods, occupations, professions and disciptines
could also lead students and faculty to more conscious

142
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choices in areas such as admissions and prOgram organization.
For example, should academic departments admit only learhers
whose styles are congrueqt with that of their discipline?
If so, dccording to Kolb and Mitroff, they lose the problem
solving skills of the opposite goilar perspective and in the
long run may produce less creative scholars or professionals.
An alternate stance is to admit mavericks and spend some
time and energy helping them develop a learning style congruent
with occupaticnal or professional expectations. Universities
might consider prganizing their disciplinary structures by
learning style, a more useful notion, perhaps, than inter-

disciplimary,studies. Specializations with similar learning
styles could be identified across disciplines and career paths,

ii-°"-'*'\ and-made public so that people uld swatch fields more
easily. This could be useful for persons changing careers
or using schooling as an aid in a life phase transition.

Predictably, the unresolved questions with respect to
the application of learning style theories are centered in
the how-to-do-it domain. Which theory would make the most
useful contribution to, instruction? How does one use the
trait-oriented theories? What is the best way to make learn-

,

S

ing style information available to students, faculty and
administrators? How much formalization of diagnosis and
instruction in the basics of learning style is appropriate
for a particular program or institution?

Providing choices
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and incrdasing understanding require time, trouble, work and

energy. Will the rewards match the expenditures? TheSe

questions are resolvable on the basis of personal and insti-

tutional priorities.

Perhapslin'the long run, the most valuable use of the.

learning style construct is-as an antidote and practical

help in.rectifying the overemphasis on cognitive abilities'

suited for traditional schooling and_acadAmic success. Kt

Patricia Crossrat the Association for HighervEducation's 1974

national conference which considered the relevance of life-

long learning for higher education, proposed a model of

education patterned-after>the types of skills needed by

various occupations. She defined work as requiring different

functional skills depending on whether the emphasis. is on

work with data, wort with people, or work with things. She

suggests that we/provide adults with opportunities to pursue

excellence and/be recognized for it, along one of these
A., //

three dimensions, thus giving more people fan opportunity b

make real and valued contributions.

. Equal opportunity means more than the opportunity
to develop mediccre competence in.the area of someone
else's stre..-1g-,:.h. Equal opportunity means being pro-
yided with ,the tools to develop one's own talents to
the point of excellence. Most people today speak ,of
education for diversity as though it were education
by diversity: We are willing to entertain the idea
that people can, learn the _same things by ,different
methods or in differeing amountsrax time -- although
we are slow to implement even those obvious facts.
When we do implement thi?m, it is with the implicit
understanding that some students will .,take to tra-,
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II

ditional academic learninti like a duck to water,
while others will struggle to remain afloat. Never
mind that our sinking duck can run like a gazelle
or fly like a swallow. What we are not yet ready to
concede is that running or flying is as good.as
swimming and that our world is better for the exis-
tence of'all three abilities, appropriately used.

(Icoss,' in Vermilye (ed.), 1974, p. 9Z)

This recognition of the of, varied learning styles is an

appropriate ideal for an egalitarian society with meritocratic

values.
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CHAPTER V

APPLICATIONS OF THIS FRAMEWORK TO EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

INDIVIDUA120/INSTITUTIONAL AND SOCIETAL LEVELS OF APPLICATION

In the preceding chapters I have synthesized research

and theory relating adult development and adult learning.

It is clear at this point that there are wide differences

among theorists, across domains and within them.- There is

no superordinant theory df adult development-that might

inform educational practice. There are limits to our current

knowledge, and unresolved questions-; many of them ethical in

nature and profoundly complicated by the fact that as,andi

viduals and institutions we are in the midst of the develop-
.!

mental sequences we might seek to'influence.
+111,

Throughout this paper I have indicated current applica-

tions of theories, suggested possibilities, and-raised

altstions about other potential uses. The priMary use of

this famework is to serve as a cognitive map from which to

reexamine and reconceptualize some dimensions of education,

for adults. The major, contribution of the conceptual framework

elaborated here is the demonstration that people's subjective-

experience'as learners is widely divergent, but not randomly

or whimically. All three domains identify commonalities

and individual differences which clarify "where a person is
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at developmentally and indicate directions of growth. This

'knowledge raises our consciousness of new categories in which

we might make judgments about the purposes, methods, design

and delivery of education for adults. Being crnscious of..the

developmental aspects of education and-the larger meanings

of education in people's lives, we,can then take more respon-

sibility for our actions and their effects.

Teachers and program administrators can modulate their

expectations and teaching style on the basis of this know-

ledge, and employers can make better intuitive assessments'

about essentials of motivation, satisfaction and potential

matches -betweerv.caceer::development and personal growth. We

all practice adult education in the sense of being intimately

involved with our own growth and learning, and with that of

others whom we knot.? and work. with. As educational practi-

tioners we can use knowledge of, the patteinisof- adult deVelop-

ment to inform our judgment in shaping institutions and

offering services to adults.

It is also possible that a developmental perspective can

inform our judgthent in fostering social and institutional

Change. This is a more problematic stance,-partly because

of the near impossibility Of institutionalizing or bureau-

cratizing the creation of the interpersonal environments and

conditions which support individuals' growth. Thus, it is

important that our stance be one of letting theory inform
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judgment rather than one of'applying theory. Bill Perry,

whose sequences of intellectual and ethical development are

described in Chapter III, cautions eloquently against the

dangers of allowing theory and concepival labels to come

between you and another person.

With this caution, I want to describe potential appli-

cations of the ideas in this conceptual framework at three

levels: individualfY, institutionally, and as a society.

,tEsat! level of application carries with it increasing com-,.

p s arid dilemmas, of collective action on_a,broader

scale. Figure 18, which follows, summarizes my view of the

contributions of the three domains in this framework at each

level of application.

There are different focal concerns at each level of

application. At the individual level, the use of research

and theory is in understanding oneself and others, of raising

one's consciousness of developmental patterns and- allowing

this awareness to inform one's judgments and .actions on an

ongoing, daily, largely interpersonal basis.- This in my

opinion-is the primary area -Of application, the first can-

cern of a practitioner, and the basis for all other. applica-.

tions. At the institutional level, knowledge of the dimen-
sions of individual's development can inform program design
and institutional strategy., institutional structure -organizationa:
climate, ideas of staff and career developmnt, and' concepts
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Of innovation and planned change. At the societal level fall

the broader concerns of policy_making in a looiely-organized

educatiOnal and social service system and of influencing

societal norms, values, attitudes and expectations. At each

level/the crucial question 'ighow do constructs, cognitive

labels which are connected to emotionally valued ideals,

0 inform action? How does an individual,-an institution, or

a society use knowledge of developmental pattprnsto self-

consciously foster the potential for greater learning and

enhanced quality of 'life?

With life phase, the focal concerns of application at

the individual level Are awareness of the function of educa-

tion In mediating life phase transitions, in understanding

one's own critical tasks and diseqtilibrium- j,n transition
26

periods and accommodating to that7an othqrs, and-in recog-

nizing the centrality of lif6 structure(andi identity as

ucation relates to both careex,and personal developrdent.
_

At the institutionlleVelknowledge of life phase calls

for a.careful examination of the socializatiori,processes
' >72,

=ofan Institution, and reconceptualitization of program design

and ipstitutj.onal strategy for 'identifying and serving dault

'clients.- At the societal level _the petei is to create expec-
.011*

tancies that adults-Will change and-develop and to crea£

more opportunities-for adults to use edu-cation in that

process. This calls-for replacing, the-,lockStep of-a-onef,

4:3
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chance educational system with ore that 'has multiple entry
points and ,methodologies, and vi4vis educational opportun4y
for adults as a social entitlement.

The construct of learning style contributes most to

effirtive.instruclion. At the individual ,level of applica-
tion, knowledge of one's own learning style enables one to
be aware of its strengths and" limitations, to understand and
appreciate others' differential styles of-learning, and.to
make conscious choices of fit or-stretch betWeen occupations,
disciplines; and modes of learning. At the institutional
level, (and the level individual oractitioners), knowledge
of learning style,is useful in the design and evaluation of
instruction and in counseling at the system, program and-

classroom levels. Societally, recognition of differences in -40
learning' style might legitimate recognition of excellence in

P

broader dimensions -of' human capabilities and might have
practical uses in the design of manpower training and career
development.

or
The construct of developmental stage fosters understand-

,ing of.the stage related subjectivity of people's responses
uc tion and other social environments, On, th:e individ-

ual 14 awareness of developmental sequences in-'dognition,
7 -emotio , interpersonal relations and character, formation

-
makes it possible to locate onself and others within those
seqUences, to diagnose difficulties in communication, and to

der,.
C,9
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set directions and create conditions for further development.

-Institutionally, an .1nderstanding of stage progressions calls
for a close scrutiny of educational objectives and outcomes.
It offers guidelines for individualizing instruction and for

matching the overall orientation of an institution with

students' orientations in the areas of motivation, role ex-
peCtations dllpistemological stance.. Moreover, viewing

education ads a "developmental intervention" calls for a

careful examination of the degree of congruency between. an

institution's aims, its organizational structure_ and climate,-
its conception of what-an educator does to promote .develop--

ment, and the effects of those actions: On a societal level,
can understanding of the thought structure and personality_;,

/CmientatiOns-connected with developmental stages can clarify.-

the personality dyn'amics behineConflictingpolicy-objectives
as well as diffidulties in implementation. Understanding
parallels between individual, institutional'and.societal

*VP

stages of development creates a sobering matrix"for viewing
the relatiohships among individual, institutional and social
changes-. This matrix identifies 'prerequisite orientations

for social evolution and identifies constraints on individual

development set by zocial conditions.

4.:
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SPECULATIONS ABOUT THE INTERSECTION OF INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT

AND INSTITUTIONAL AND SOCIAL EVOLUTION

The terms stage, phase and style can refer to dimensions
of variation among organizations or institutions, indeed any
larger social system, as weal as to developmental variations
among individuals. This is one starting point for exploring

institutional and societal applications. Within this frame-
work, the term phase indicates an organization's-evolutionary
history over time (young, old., size, complexity of affilia-
tions and metworks); s e, the internal log?& of its struc-
ture and, activities, its " cter" and basic worldview;

43
and style, its'functionaiomodes of doing business and adapting
to the ftnvironment. Thi characterization of organizations

means that we can locat th individuals and institutions
k

.within relevant developMental sequences, and attempt to
i A

describe their interaction.-,'

There is a small but growing body of organization theory
relating to these dimensions. Larry Greiner (1972) s con-
structed a phase theory describing irganizational-evolution
over time. William Torbert (1974) has developedetheory of
pre- and post- bureaucratic stages of. organization development
in which each stage describes qualitatively different freames
of reference for activity.. In my framework, this is-a cross
'between a stage and phase theory, parallelling Erikson's
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stages of psychosocial development. As mentioned in Chapter

III, Kohlberg and his associates have classified the moral

atmosphere or justice struelicre of prisons as -Analogous to

stages of moral judgment. Similarly, Harry Lasker and I

(1975) have speculated about the characteristics of organiza-

tional analogs to LOevinger's ego stages. George Weathersby

(1974) has hleothesized relationships between phases of

organizational evolution, the developmental stages of higher

education administrators, and internal systems for decision

making and information utilization. Examining where we are.

as individuals alia as organizations on these dimensions can

be provocative. For example, Weathersby concludes that the

most appropriate managerial mentality may be different for

each organizational phase; and that the different world

viqys associated with an organization's and- an administraor's

developmental stage requite differentiated systems for

decision making and- management ihformwtion systems. Arthur]

Chickering, Vice President for Policy Analysit-and Evaluation

at Empire State Colee4e, has employed a conceptual fraMewor

similar to the one I have elaborated to propoie directions

for program deelopment and the professional develbPment caf

the college's faculty and admirnistrators (1975).

Within this larger map we dan locate ourselves as in-
ogaividualeand as institutions. The 'first and most important

use of this iowledge is an increased awareness of sources'
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of-tension and possible directions for change. For example,
we can be reasonably sure that an educational system cannot
operate at a higher stage mentality than that of its admin-
istrators qr instructors. Students will respond to educa-
tional environments differentially, depending in part upon
their own life phase, developmental stage and learning style.
Significant problems can be expected when student character-
istics are significantly mismatched with those of individual
faculty and administration, or the orientation of the
institution as a whole. A good developmental match might
be hypothesized as an institutional mentality slightly ahead
of students' own worldview, or a higher stage mentality that
can be mediated for persoA of varying orientations.

Argyris and Schon's (L974) distinction between an es-
,

paused theory and a theory-in-use is relevant here., A faculty'
_ :member or instructor can create a learning sytem onlyout of

the epistemological orientation of hi or her own develop-
mental stage, and no higher. A confo ist teacher can
espouse an autonomously-oriented educational philOsophy if
that is the kind of system that is officially sanctioned;. .

however, his theory-in-use will remain conformist. Hence N.
the fate of many curriculum reforms and "nontraditional al-
terhatives" that turn-out-tp-be traditional, after all, in the
crucial areas "of authority, expectations, epistemology
and interpersOnal relationships: Torbert, (1974) makes the
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point that it is imposSible:to institutionalize a stage

change within an crrganization apart from transforming the
.

people within it. Thus, the first and most important use

of knowledge of the dimensions of individual and organiza-
#

tional development is to apply it to transfOrming ourselves

in ways congruent withcdur ideals.

A second approach to application lies in the proble-

matic but useful concept or matching individual needs and

mentalities with institutional characteristics; One problem

on an institutional level comes with determining what should

be Matched, with minimiziFg unnecessary costs in bureacrati-

zation,,and with the ambiguity of the underlying theory which

also supports mismatches as elements of producing growth.

One might match program characteristics and forms Of instruc-
,

tion with student characteristics, And also match character-

istics of faculty and administration with characteristics of

the institution itself with the purposes 6f instruction,

type of program offered, and desi udent clientele.

An institution can choose to rve a diverse clientele

with a variety of instructional options, providing "something

for everyone," or choose to provide a single kind of instruc-

tion for a more or less homogeneous group of students,, choos-

ing one thing and-doing it well. This choice is a matter of

policy and of tradition, of funding and of opportunity. ,

The British Open University, for examPle, offers adults
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a Standardized but nontraditional route to a bachelor's

degree; televised 'ctures, packages of carefully prepared
instructional materials, and local centers for tutoring
and individual help are the key features of the instructional
program. In cdntrast, Empire State-College, a nontraditional
alternative college of the State University of New York,
offers an individualized form of instruction based entirely
.on learning contracts between mentors and students. ,A

student's individual purposes and present goals determine
the parameters Of the degree program; past-experiences can
be included under procedures for assessing credit for prior

-learning;'and individualized field projectsc work experiences
and travel can be written into one's learning contracts.

It is probably irrelevant to debate the differential
effectiveness or appropriateness of these two models; both
are extraordinarily effective with respect to the social
purpose of allowing adults a flexible second chance at a
college education.. However, I believe that the Empire State
model has greater potential for facilitating developmental
charge in its students. Its procedures require a student
to set objectives, choose among alternative learning strat-
egies, specify criteria for evaluation and assess results in
a collaboratiire relationship' with a faculty mentor. They
institutionalize a process of assessing past experience,
setting current goals, and relating academic learning to

1
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work, travel and community involvement that would seem par-

ticularly integrative for adults in a life phase transition,

in which one is renegotiating internally and externally the

ways one is plugged into society. There is informal evidence

of movement along developmental stage sequences in case

studies of learning contracts compiled by a faculty task

force exploring the effects of the contract mode of learning

on the development of interpersonal competency (this .is a

project of GAEL, the Congress for the Assessment of Experi-

ential Learning). Finally, the individualized mode at

Empire State allowa.greater variety of learning styles,

(students for example, can contract to take traditional

courses elsewhere), while it simultaneously requj.res pre-

requisite skills in setting one's -Own objectives and negoti-

ating institutionally viable ways to meet them.
0

Pith instructional models offer alternative routes to

a bagAtIrlor's degree which "match" some students' need's more

closely than others. Lasker speculates that particular

instructional methodologies set ceiling on their potential

for fostering developmental change. Classified according to

overall orientation using his stage-reiated view of adult

education (see Figure 12), thebBritish Open University has a

confoirdist, approach r.o imparting knowledge; its standardized

mode of instruction precludes taking people "where they are"

individually and helping them develop learning skills for
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negotiating the next step. However, this mode is probably

particularly appropriate for large numbers of adults who, in

fact have conformist views of education. The problem with

this match lies in the (theoretical) absence of disequilibrium.

In contrast, Empire State college's mode of instruction is

basically oriented to an autonomous perspective; it can be

used'by conformist or conscientious students, (the large

majority of the college's students) but its instructional

procedures foster the self direction aneskills of higher

stage perspectives. We do not know enough about prerequisites

for institutional matches to do anything more than speculate

about their potential effect on individuals' deVelopment.

A second example of the differences in an institution's

stance toward instruction can be found by comparing two
-

professional schoolS at Hirvard University. The-Harvard

Business School uses only the case method of instruction,

and insists that M.B.A. candidates complete a required

sequence of courses. In contrast, the School of Education
t

operates on a "plaza" or
11t

"supermarket" mode of instruction;

it admits deliberately diverse student body, offers in-\
structional alternatives in various modes and styles',

refuses to identify or define what master's and, in most

cases, doctoral students should learn, imposes few require-

ments, and offers a maximum and personally disequ2librating-

degree of individual choice. Students at the two schools
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speak of predictably different tensions. Business students

speak of the stress of impossible work loads and heightened

competition, reflecting what is believed to be the "real

world" environment of business. Education students complain

of-the strains of choosing courses, setting directions,

evaluating accomplishmerLs, and managing the ambiguity and

multidimensionality of self-defined learning silikations-
t-.

this reflects a profession.with a person-oriented ideology,

which is Characterized by a conflict between conservatism and

change in which many of the most interesting roles are

synthetic and self- defined. We Lack hard data about the

effectiveness of both schools in preparing competent pro-

fessionals, yet it is reasonable to conclude that both models

are viable. Viewed from the perspective of instructional

matches which might foster development, the School of Educa-

tion's instructional model probably serves a, wider variety

of students and sets fewer ceilings on opportunities for

personal growth.

From society'-s perspective, whether an educational in-
.

stitation accommodates adult diversity with a, variety Of

instructional orientati:-ns or serves a selected clientele

with a single instructional mode.is not as important as the

nationwide availability of a system of postsecondary educatign'

that can accommodate peoplets various needs and purposes

with services of substa4ce and integrity. Additionally, any
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homogeneous group is incredibly heterogeneous-along our three

dimensions of analysis; some teaching methods and program

designs take these differences more into account than others.

Understanding these dimensions is especially useful for non-
-

traditional programs or approaches where the aim is to indi-

vidualize either the process (make' the schedule and procedures

fit needs of working adults or the elderly, for example) or

the content of instruction (facilitate individualizatidn of

goals and methods of achieving them: what is learned, why

and how). If we are to have a system of lifelong learning,

there is a great need to.relate institutional organization

and procedures to educational goals.
M\

For example, the report of Michigan State University's

Task Force on Lifelong.Education, (Hesburgh, Miller and

Wharton, 1973), contains sixty-seven recommendations deemed

necessary to expand the-University's role in providing oppor-

tunities. for lifelong learning for Michigan's citizens.

These include modifications of existing procedures in admis-

sion, registration orientation, transfer of credits,

scheduling, t, mew imitations for_degrees, enrollment options,

support services, credit for past experiences, and certifica-

tion; there are also recommendations for greater utilization

of educational technology; modifications of residence and

credit regUlations for degree and nondegree programs; admin-

istrative reorganization; changes in academic and financial
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policies; establishment of a Community Lifelong Education

Proj,eat to explore ways to provide meaningful community

services; and additional efforts in interinstitutional co-

operation. The extensive nature of these recommendations

reaffirms the system's nature of institutional orientations

and indicates the magnitude of the necessary changes if we

are to move from an :institution-centered" (conscientious)

to a "person-centered" (autonomous) system of higher educa-

tion.

Elowever,.we do not change the orientation of our educa-

tional institutions without both creating and-following

changes in the larger society. Hesburgh, Mill*r and Wharton,

the authors of Patterns for Lifelong Learning,.. all three

presidents of major upsities, state in their preface that

their aim is-to advocztte basic changes in attitudes toward

learning and to build new learning srtems in tune with

contemporary society. Miller, in the second essay of the

book, writes':

The new concept of education did not come about
through the initiative of educators alone. Instead,
it reflects some new realities and is a .response to
the turbulence in society- -the shift from rural to
urban patterns of 1i-tine; the imbalance between
social and technolog.:.cal invention, the growth of
new knowledge and the obsolescence of old, and-the
mobility of the student. Technological change is sodevastating to human competence that the monopoliza-
tion of education by the young is insular, making
continuous. lifelong learning imperative. The dis-
parity between the promise and the efficacy of-edu-
cation is so great that the enclosure of education
within schools and colleges is ineffective, making

IP
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community-wid educational activity essential. The -

mcpansion of the idea of education into a conceff-
oflifelon human develo en s so ervasive that
re Lance on tra itiona met -- is,ine icient,
making crucial a new mix of approaches to family,
school,-corporation and community.

(Hesburgh, Miller and Wharton,
1973, p. 52, emphasis mine.)

Another way to state this same concept is to say that imple-

menting a concept of education that promotes individual human

development will require' an institutiobal reorieniation, or

stage change, of considerable magnitude..
'r.

Wit haWe some visionary. glimpses of methodology. Carl

Rogers describes student-centered modes of teaching in

Freedom to Learn(1969). William Torbert, in Organizing the

Unknown: A Politics of Higher Education (1975), writes about

the difficulty and challenge of.teaching a required course

In action imam: Ling for four hundred persons at the Southern

Methodist University. School of Busineis: He develops a

theory of 'liberating structures,' structures that can help

students 'change stage' in conceptions of learning. Chris

Argyris and Donald Schdn (1975) write of ways to promote

'double loop' learning in which one questions the previous

structuring of reality and revises action strategies_as the
result of new.

. information received in a qualitatively dif-

ferent framework. Harry Lasker, Julie Donnelly and 1-(1975),

describe an experiential mode of teaching that is responsive

to adults' developMental stages and varied learning styles;



'it-heightens the integration of personal insights and promotes-

skills of applica,tion. These are small scale or classroam,-
,=.

, *systems; to apply these -dynamics on an institutional scaler.

Within anational system of postsecondary education that is

responsive to all the'educational 'orientations of the pop-.

ulation is .i-gigantic task. Ivan Illich, in Deschooling

Society, and Paulo-Friere, in Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1§'68),

describe person-centered learning systems

basis; although the language is different,

on a society-wide

themes of the Carnegie Commission on Higher

posals in Toward a Learning Society, Alternative Channels to

these are. the

Education's pro-

Life, Work and Service (1973). The challenge' of promoting

lifelong leaining whiCh osters adults' development is one

of creating-an orientation and methodology which allows people
of different developmental stages and with diverse learning

styles at different life phases to pursue their educational

objectives, with as few constraints and as much support-as we
-;)

can institutionalize.

It is a cliche to hay that-, with'-the rapid expansion of

knowledge and the rate of-change

-sitock (.1-970) we need a

described in Tofler's' Future

society of peOple who have "learned
how to leAT-n." Yet this statement takes on added meaning -.in

-. c ,
. .:, .

a context in which lear,ning.itsePf has differentiated meaning's
. .

along a-developmental sequence with three broad dimension's.

CPareGraves, a pscyhologist studying human values, suggests
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in The Futurist (1974) that we are on the verge pf a cata-
clysmic .social transformation in which.our culture will move_
from a iaase in deficiency values to one in "being" values.
If -we take seriously the perspective that development should
be the aim of adult education, we aretalking about eventual,.

110wi'despread' and continuous change inivindividuals, institutions,
.

i
and in society. _Although educatioilal institutions are f-ura-

tionallyconservative as organizations, they, too, will help to
create this transformation.

7

TOWARD A THEORY OF PRACTICE

It is at .this point that'theideas in the conceptual
framework connect with social ideals and bring its up short
in terms of our ability to actualize them. Research 'and.
,theory expllcating dimensions of adult development are-linked

-

with ideal-visions of education and society., and with the
ideology underlying_professional practice. In the end what. t

. . .. ,

F,,;powers an
,.educational sy s its undei.lying vision:-

2-7tognitive maps and conceptual labels are connected to broader
vision's and dreams. With,the dream of lifelong learning we

,are t4lking about the,function of education in ,improving the
quality Of'life for every American adult, and the vision of
Atherica as a land with,.unlimited

opportunity for the fulfill-
ment of individual potential. These are worthwhile dreams;
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they involve self-esteem, enjoyment,-understanding of oneself
and, one's world, skills with which to accomplish worthwhile
work, and the ability to keep promises to-oneself.that have
integrity and meaning.- These dreams are not easily realized.
Social and economic inequalities set ceilings on the quality
of life-and potential for individual fulfillment of far too
large a segment of our population. We do not really know how
touse our so ializing institutions and diffuse educational
system to o ationalize our ideals. If there is to be life-.

long learning, if education is to contribute more than it does
now to the quality of life,, then we must incorporate these
Ideals into social norms, institutional procedures and inter-
"perSOrial interactions on a large scale; ,otherwise, they will
remain hollow cultural myths.

Thus, this framework,is three-dimensional t_in its-class-
iiidiion of the domains of individual development, but one-
dimensional 14 its approach to educational practice. What
is missing is a clear understanding of how individuals -

institutions and societies use 110els and constructs such as-
.

.yc%

the ones in this framework to promote their own growth,
enhance their visions, an3 self-consciously guide their own
evolution.

For example, there ate ways-in which we can foster
individual knowledge of 'themsell'es along relevant_ dimensions'
of stage, ph-aseNnd style. Once individuals have,a knowledge
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.bf themselves alons'ylese dimensions how do they use 4.t? Is

-the map too complex? What are the tensions that accompany

such insight, or feelingi of responsibility to explore a

larger set of factors than people normally,do when making

v

choices or encountering, others? We-have few-answers to these

.questione, and they are geimane to applications, at the

Institutiamal and .ocietal levels as well. What would be

the resul g bureaucratization if an institution promoted

self-knowledge along these three dimensions and then tried

to organize relevant responses? The result might be so

complex that a vast.bureaucracy might be needed to manage

it, eliminating, the individual initiative and personal

kesponsibility whic1 i the\basis of personal growth.

Measurement is Also a key problem for implementation. How

could we develop and use measures for these dimensions?

In a test conscious and achievement-oriented society, we

do not need a PSAT, SAT or GRE series for personal develop-

meat.

. There are numerous unknowns. Developmental theories

introduce conceptual-labeiS for clasifying new phenomena;

the mere existence of new labels within a coherent conceptual

structure'can legitimize reexamination of assumptions con-

. cerning adults-as clients, their needs;.and appropriate

responses in interpersonal, instructional'and institutional

terms. The.provision of a new cognitive structure r re -:.
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interpreting old practices and assumptions is one of !the_

.4i>first requirements for a successful attempt to induce changes

,within organizations.. The constructs in this t9nceptuala

*framework might provide the -stimulus for that f* step.

But ,there is a difference between-reacting to a-stimulus and

acdua.Lizing a dream.

. In Theory in Practice (1975), Argyris and gchon point

'Out that toactualize dreams of human potential we need .

theories of professional practice withia-behavioral,rigor

that matches the complexity of our ideal .visions. This

requires an epistemological stance based on inqu,iry.and

awarehess, and ar. openness to conflicting perspectives and-

investigating the interpersonal effects of one's actions

which is rare among p-eople and within organizations. The

concepts in thii conceptual framework, including the basic

idea that adults 'develop in prediCtable ways, are releasing

and powerful. They contribute to shared social

yisions of what is possible, thus setting goals
-

boundariesfer public policy and private action.

purpoaes and-
*

and upper

A crucial

lack from the practitifoner's standpoint is knowledge of the

process of using concepts of development to inform individual

and institutional learning.

Lacking this disciplined approach to action, there are

clear. dangers associated with the affirmative power of visions.

and dreams. It well to he9g tft6,&rnings-of those who

IP
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havecrehted the theories. Bill Perry, for example, warns

those` who wane to apply his epistemological sequence, or

otter developmental theories, not .to allow their good'in-'

tentions to preclude careful scrutiny of their actions. He

sees the crucial question for educational practitioners as

determinieig how to implement their. good intentions, and

warns us to beware of-Voing good because doing'good can be-
t

an excuse not a) question what you are Ao4ng."

James fowler, a theologian and creator of stages of% .

faith development wilich parallel Kohlberg's stages of moral
.

judgment, sees educators' interest.in developmental theory

'as ensuing from its function in providing a new theology

for education. A theology is a perspective -based on faith,.

the effort .of.a community to,explicate its practice. The

danger for education in adopting a developmental framework

to guide its purposes and practice lies in the human tendency

to buy into_a charismatic vision without inquiring*.intO its

unanticipated or uninterided consequencei, and to create

promises and expectations that go unfulfilled. Similarly,

Chris-Argyris responded to an earlier draft of this paper

by pleading for caution on my pardon.his, and on others'

parts not to translate our "emotionally based intellectually
articulated dreams" too easily into dreams of policy. He

went on to Ixplain,that this over-promising may be one-of

the reasons for disillusionment with education, the late-.



sixties being 'full of opportunities to realize such dreamsAtAl

and few "having worked. These warnings are well'founded:
. .

'They create dilenria47for- practitioners who cannot be by
- ,

_:standers.but,must soberly 6alance the human costs and bene-
fits of actions.based on dreams.,

z
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